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Temporary
‘story poles’ and
flags at Holman
hotel site show
proposed height

“Story poles,” flags and balloons intended to show the potential height of the proposed hotel on the Holman Building property
were put in place on Sat., Oct. 7 as members
of the public walked around the property to
try to discern what it might look like.
Contrary to the original drawings shown
the public when Drake Leddy of Presidian
Hotels presented them at a city Council meeting, the looming edifice on Central Avenue,
across the street from the Pacific Grove Public
Library, appears to be only four or five feet
taller than the existing buildings, perhaps 30
feet at the most.
And on the Fountain Avenue side, the
flags showed that the sidewalk would actually be wider, by about half again, than it is
at present.
A “stepping down” plan, which begins at
the Holman Building and goes down the hill
to Central, was represented by the flags, while
balloons were used to create the “steps.”
The balloons didn’t last long, and due
to Pacific Grove’s daily wind, did not help
many who were there visualize the project.
The flags were due to come down on Thurs.,
Oct. 11.
Folks who attended the Farmers Market
on Monday appeared not to notice the flags.
Only those staffing tables promoting their
point of view on Measure F – for and against
– seemed to be the ones concerned as the telltales flapped gaily in a warm sun and people
went about their business. Measure F would
alter the zoning for the space to allow up to
a 75-foot structure and 100 percent coverage
of the lot. But Presidian Hotels, after listening to public input at a series of forums, has
scaled back their original plan to show a plan
for a smaller hotel on the property, which at
present includes the Holman Building and
Grand Central Station office structure plus
the parking lot between them.
The issue for many is not the Presidian
plan, but the perception that, if Presidian pulls
out with their smaller plan and takes it to another, more amiable city, another developer
could use the Measure F results to build a
large structure on the property. There were
rumors overheard at the Farmers Market that

See HOLMAN Page 2
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Above: Presidian’s drawing showing the ‘step downs,’ which were represented by
temporary flags, shown below.

Public Meeting on Regional Water
Management Plan

A public meeting to discuss the 2013 update to the Southern Monterey Bay,
Monterey Peninsula and Carmel Bay Integrated Regional Water Management
Plan is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. on Oct 24, 2012, in the Monterey Peninsula
Water Management District’s conference room at 5 Harris Court, Bldg G,
Monterey. The meeting is designed to inform stakeholders of the existing plan,
proposed changes, schedule for future meetings, and identify water-related
issues and needs. Public attendance and input is encouraged. For more information, call (831) 658-5600.
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Pacific Grove Feast of Lanterns, Inc.
to hold annual meeting Nov. 1

Dressed for fall

Pacific Grove Feast of Lanterns, Inc. will hold its annual general membership meeting on Thurs., Nov. 1. The meeting will be held in the Kuwatani Room
of Pacific Grove Community Center at 7:30 p.m. On the agenda is the election
of Board Members.
Everyone who had a part in presenting the 2012 Feast of Lanterns event is
considered a member of the Feast of Lanterns, Inc. and is entitled to attend the
annual general membership meeting.

Elect
Bill
Kampe
Mayor

A REASONED VOICE FOR PACIFIC GROVE

The Hot Topics for PG

In talking with so many people throughout our city,
a few issues climb to the top of the list as the “hot
topics”. They include our city budget and pension
costs, water for our residents and businesses,
business vitality in PG, and of course the hotel.
Please visit my website, where I’ve outlined my
views on each of these topics on the Issues page.
And I welcome your comments at my email address
listed below.

Bill Kampe
Website: www.billkampe.org
Email: bill@billkampe.org
Kampe for Mayor 2012, P.O. Box 326, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Paid for by Kampe for Mayor 2012 — FPPC ID# 1346398

Steve and Lisa Thomas, representing the Downtown Business Improvement
district, single-handedly decorated trees downtown with pumpkins and fodder
shocks to lend a festive air to the maint thoroughfare. Above, the Thomases
with their twins.

pHOLMAN From Page 1
“they would be cutting down all the trees” to build the hotel, but there are no trees on
the property to begin with.
City officials contend that any project for the property, which does have a sunset of
five years, would be subject to environmental review and planning department review,
as well as being subject to being called up by the city council.
Leddy is preparing a scaled model of the proposed hotel and surrounding buildings on adjacent properties. He plans to bring the model to a forum set for October 17.
The model will then be placed in the Pacific Grove Library for public viewing until
the election Since the Agreement between the city and Presidian Hotels, and which is to
be voted on by the public under Measure F, gives only Presidian Hotels & Resorts the
right to build under the higher zoning limits in Measure F (while reserving the Council’s right to reassign if necessary), the City will be able to hold the developer to any
commitments to lower the hotel height and mass that is made to the public at this time.
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Man wanted in Fresno arrested at the beach

On Oct. 4 at about 12:14 a.m., Pacific Grove Police officers contacted a man sleeping
in a vehicle parked in a beach access turnout in the 1200 block of Ocean View Blvd.,
for being in the turnout after hours – a violation of Pacific Grove Municipal Code.
The subject advised he was from Fresno and had no identification, but verbally
identified himself to officers. A records check found that the name the man gave belonged to someone who was deceased.
The subject was taken into custody and transported to the police station so that his
identity could be verified via fingerprints.
After the subject’s fingerprints were submitted to the California Department of
Justice, Pacific Grove Police received a phone call from the Fresno County Sheriff’s
Dept. advising that the subject, who was now positively identified as Christopher
Crowder, 49, of Fresno, was wanted for beating his elderly father with a baseball bat
earlier on Oct. 3 in Fresno County.
Due to pre-existing medical conditions, Crowder was transported from PGPD to
CHOMP. Fresno Sheriff’s Dept. detectives advised they would be following up on their

Homeless person reports rape

Pacific Grove Police reports that a sexual assault was reported to have taken place
on Oct. 3. The sexual assault occurred in the 100 block of 13th Street at about 4:00 a.m.
The victim and suspect were reported to be homeless individuals. the case is currently
under investigation.

Road rage – brandishing a firearm

Incident Location: Forest and Sinex
On 10/10/2012 at approximately 8:45 am, a male either white or Hispanic, large
build, pointed a black semi automatic handgun at the victim. The suspect was driving
an unknown model red Mercury 4dr sedan. The victim was tail gating the suspect as
they traveled northbound on Forest towards downtown Pacific Grove. The suspect
pointed the handgun backwards at the victim indicating that he had a gun. The victim
backed off and the suspect turned eastbound toward Monterey and sped away. A Be on
the Lookout was broadcast via communications advising of the incident. The suspect
is still at large. If the public has information please contact the Pacific Grove Police
Department (831) 648-3143.

Pebble Beach woman faces second elder abuse charge

Josephine Maria Bunn, 61, was booked into the Monterey County Jail on charges
of elder abuse, and violation of probation. Bunn was allegedly intoxicated, slamming
doors and yelling at her 94 year old mother at a house on Palmero Road in Pebble Beach,
on Mon., Oct 8. Bunn was in violation of her probation for a previous charge elder
abuse as well, and resisting arrest. Arraignment was scheduled for Wednesday, Oct 17.

Attempted rape on Prescott Avenue
On October 3, 2012 at 8:53 PM, an unknown suspect entered a single family residence
in the 1100 block of Prescott Avenue through an
unlocked door and attempted to sexually assault
an adult female inside the residence.
The victim was able to fend off the attacker
and he fled the scene. The victim sustained
minor injuries.
The suspect is described as a Hispanic
male, in his late teens to early 20’s, approximately 5’7” with a medium build and a medium
to dark complexion. The suspect had curly or
wavy hair that was long and to his shoulders
or shoulder blades. He was last seen wearing
a dark shirt and either jeans or khakis. He may
have fled in a silver or gray, 80’s model Datsun
280z type vehicle.
The photo provided by Monterey PD shows
the shirt worn by the suspect. The shirt is black
and a size large. The logo on the front consists of bust profiles and names at the bottom.
Anyone with information is asked to call the Monterey Police Department at 831646-3830 or the confidential tip line at 831-646-3840.

Cedar Street Times was established September 1, 2008 and was adjudicated a
legal newspaper for Pacific Grove, Monterey County, California on July 16, 2010.
It is published weekly at 306 Grand Ave., Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
Press deadline is Wednesday, noon. The paper is distributed on Fri. and is available at various locations throughout the county as well as by e-mail subscription.
Editor/Publisher: Marge Ann Jameson
News: Marge Ann Jameson, Peter Mounteer, Al Saxe
Graphics: Shelby Birch, Sarah Davis
Regular Contributors: Ben Alexander • Mary Arnold •
Roberta Campbell Brown • Jacquelyn Byrd •
Guy Chaney • Laura Emerson • Rabia Erduman • Jon Guthrie •
John C. Hantelman • Kyle Krasa • Travis Long • Amy Coale Solis •
Rhonda Farrah • Dorothy Maras-Ildiz •
Neil Jameson • Richard Oh • Jean Prock • Katie Shain • Dirrick Williams
Advertising: Michael Sizemore, Mary Ann Meagher
Photography: Peter Mounteer, Al Saxe
Distribution: Kellen Gibbs, Peter Mounteer, Duke Kelso
• Website: Harrison Okins
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Marge Ann Jameson

Cop log
Maybe he just needed a place to sleep it off

On Pine Avenue, a person saw a white male peering inside the reporting
party’s truck, as well as a truck belonging to a neighbor. When approached by
the reporting party, the potential bad guy seemed to be very intoxicated, but not
too intoxicated to disappear before officers arrived. An area check turned up no
sign of him. As both vehicles were locked, there was nothing taken.

Thou shall not

A male suspect was detained for shoplifting.

Oceanic anthropology

A bone was found along the shore on Sunset Drive and collected for identification.

Familial communication breakdown #1

A son reported that his father has been making rude and harassing phone
calls to him. He is going to get a restraining order.

Familial communication breakdown #2

A brother reported receiving a harassing phone call from his brother while at
dinner. He said it was about their mother. He said he had a restraining order,
but it turned out only to be a letter from a counselor. He has now been advised
as to how to get a restraining order. (Apparently worse than those “Google!
Yes, Google!” phone calls I get every day.)

Next time tell them their call is being recorded

A business on Lighthouse Avenue reports continuing to receive inappropriate
phone calls from an unknown caller.

Public comments unwelcome here

A customer who verbally abuses employees at a business on Forest Avenue
showed up again, even though he had been previously admonished about trespassing. He contended that the property was federally owned and he could be
there, but it is not and he can’t.

If you can’t say something nice

An argument led to one person using offensive language toward another.
The offended party didn’t want to prosecute the offensive party.

Burglary to residence

Ransford Avenue on 9/30/12. No other details

Theft from vehicle

A vehicle on Funston was entered and stuff taken.

Did they check the mileage?

On Miles Avenue, a person reported the theft of fuel from a vehicle. That’s
assuming no one in the house was joyriding in the night...

Proof they were actually enjoying the view and not texting

An iPod was turned in, having been found on the Rec Trail between the
Monterey Bay Aquarium and Hopkins Marine Station. There was an email address associated with it and a notice was sent. If the owner doesn’t come and get
it, the finder wants it.

Stop sending me checks! said nobody ever

A woman on Evans Avenue reports that she has been receiving fraudulent
checks in the mail. She has no idea where they’re coming from and there are no
instructions, but the Post Office and the bank each say that they are fraudulent.

Found wallets

One across from Forest Grove Elementary School – owner notified.
Another was found at Lovers Point. Owner notified, wallet returned.

Lost necklace

A woman reported losing her necklace somewhere between Pacific Grove
and Monterey. Reported just in case someone turns it in.

Theft of painting in a mail tube

At Country Club Gate.

Theft and use of bank access cards, credit cards

Four separate incidents reported during the week. In the fourth case someone
tried to change the address on a woman’s accounts. There’s suspect information
on that one.

You want a sign with that?

A customer stole a “Caution Wet Floor” sign as he left a restaurant with his
hamburgers. The sign is valued at $13.

Lurking dog walker

A couple on Grove Acre reported that someone had unscrewed the light
bulbs from their surveillance system. A video showed a dog walker had entered
the property and is suspected of unscrewing the light bulbs. The police now
have the image.

Drug dealer harasses neighbor to attract attention?

A resident of 17th Street reported that she suspects a neighbor of dealing
drugs due to the number of vehicles coming and going at all hours. She said the
cars often block her driveway or protrude into the red “no parking” zone. She
said they drive back and forth and sometimes use her driveway. She believes
they are doing it to harass her. She provided a written list of vehicle descriptions
and license numbers.

Maybe they pulled over to use their phone...

A vehicle on Patterson with four young adult males was noticed by an officer
on routine patrol. As they appeared nervous, the officer contacted them to find
out why they were there. They all came back clean, though they had no logical
reason for being there.
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Jon Guthrie

High Hats & Parasols
Dear Readers: Please bear in mind that historical articles such as “High Hats &
Parasols” present our history — good and bad — in the language and terminology
used at the time. The writings contained in are quoted from Pacific Grove/Monterey
publications from 100 years in the past. Please also note that any items listed for sale
in “High Hats” are “done deals,” and while we would all love to see those prices
again, people also worked for a dollar a day back then. Thanks for your understanding.

The News … from 100 years ago.
The Shah is terrified

Once, while visiting, the Shah of Persia expressed a wish to know something of
Professor Curie’s famous discovery, radium. Mr. M. Paeil made the necessary arrangements with the good Professor Curie. Complete darkness is, of course, needed if
radium is to reveal itself in all its brilliancy. With endless trouble, Paeil persuaded the
monarch to descend into one of the hotel’s cellars that had been arranged specifically
for the purpose because of the total darkness to be achieved.
There, the party beheld a strange vision. Professor Curie closed the door and
switched off the electric light and revealed his specimen of radium. Suddenly a shout
of terror sounded as if given out by a man being mercilessly murdered.
Amid general excitement and consternation, the host groped in the darkness for
the electric switch and turned on the light. Then the group beheld a strange spectacle.
It was the prostate potentate with his arms around the neck of his valet, trying to pull
him away from the faint glow of radium. The Shah had his eyes scrunched shut, and
was shouting at the top of his voice in Persian. “There is danger here! Come away!
Come away!”
The switching on of the electric light canceled the Shah’s madness as if by magic.
Realizing the chagrin he had caused Professor Curie, the Shah tried to compensate the
man of science by offering him the bestowal of an “office of state”.
But the astute Professor Curie saw fit to decline … and would not agree to continue
his demonstration of the uses of radium. Professor Curie is known far and wide as an
irascible chap always in a hurry.
Those who would enjoy inviting Professor Curie to a Chautauqua, drop by the
Review office and sigh a petition.

No interview, but hot story

Remember the recent visit of General J. Meyer, former commander of the Presidio?
The General told this story several times while here. The Review tells it again.
General J. Bingam of Pennsylvania, who was for many years the “father of the
house”, served in Congress with General V. Meyer (now retired) of Presidio fame who,
for years, represented a more or less peaceful district in the House. These men are
good friends, with the exception of one having served the Confederacy and the other
the Union. Leaving his post in Congress to take over management of the U. S. mint
in San Francisco, General Bingham called upon a substitute to assume his duties in
the Congress.
Hurrying through Statuary hall, the “sub”, who was new to Washington, ran into
General Meyer. The statesman said he was a little grouchy and refused when asked
for an interview, but the reporter insisted. General Meyer suggested the reporter look
up General Bingham and request an interview from his friend.
When asked about that possibility, Bingham shouted: “I don’t care a ---- about the
Philadelphia mint, only the San Francisco mint.” Bingham then tore himself away.
The manuscript story the reporter sent to his newspaper that afternoon sizzled. The
Philadelphia paper ran his story on the front page. There, the diatribe heralded to the
world how profanely indifferent to the Philadelphia mint the Pennsylvanian General
Bingham was. It took Bingham several months to square himself with his constituents.
It is rumored that Meyer grinned inwardly all the while. 1

Pierce estate to be settled

In the matter of the estate of Elias Pierce, deceased, notice is hereby given by the
undersigned executor, Attorney E. S. Johnston, to all persons having claims against said
deceased. Exhibit your claims, accompanied by the appropriate vouchers, to the said
executor at his law office in the Rowe building. This notice posted by E. S. Johnston,
executor of the estate.

End of summer travel specials

The Southern Pacific railroad invites you to enjoy the end of summer with an excursion rate, round-trip to principal eastern points. All tickets will be honored through
“Start-of-Travel” on October 31, 1912. Sample prices: Omaha, $60.65; New Orleans,
$70.56, Toronto, $96.35. Contact E. Shillingsburg, passenger agent, at San Jose office.

Snippets from around the area…

Consider McAuley’s sanatorium for rest of the nerves and treatment of all your
ills. Licensed nurses on duty around the clock. Charged by the day, week, or month.
Managed by Dr. Martin McAuley, specialist in surgery and diseases of women. Homoeopathist. Connect with Main 124.
The Pacific Grove Review is prepared to furnish engraved calling cards on short
notice at San Francisco prices. If you have a plate, bring it to us. If you are in need
of a plate, we will prepare one for you. Engraved wedding invitations also provided
at “Big City” prices.2

And your bill amounts to …

• Come by Charles F. Brown and view the new stock of fall and winter ready-to-wear
clothing. I am offering suits to the public at prices that have never before been quoted
on the Monterey Peninsula. I will give you 10% more value for 15% less cost. Our
top-of-the line cachet is the latest pattern in the newest style. Comes with the new,
adjustable shoulder. Alteration is free. Made with elder down. $2.35 at 211 Grand
avenue, Pacific Grove.
• Professional card reading by Madame Myra Edwards. Palms and cranium read, too.
Stop by 209B Forest avenue. Let’s take a look into your future. Specific questions
answered. $1.50 per reading. Also, ask for professional nursing and housekeeping
services.

No matter how badly soiled or worn they are, this new cleaning process will make
your old duds look like new. To introduce this wonderful “dry” process, we will clean
and press a man’s or lady’s suit for $1 only. Remember, you are getting a regular $2.50
job for just a dollar. Leave or pick up clothing at cart in front of moving picture show
on Lighthouse.
The grand Pacific Grove Hotel is kept open all the year more for the benefit of Pacific
Grovians than for out-of-towners, therefore we earnestly solicit a liberal patronage from
residents. Come for Sunday dinners. Tables can be reserved. The rates are 50¢ for an
all-you-can-eat breakfast, and 75¢ for an all-you-can-eat lunch. Dinner with soup and
dessert, $1. Rooms are let at prices from $2.50 to $4.50 per day. Weekly and monthly
rates available. You are cordially invited to personally inspect the Pacific Grove hotel.
This notice posted by J. W. Foster, Assistant Manager

Author’s Notes

1 General Meyer had once commanded the Presidio of Monterey, and had recently
returned as a visitor.
2 The Review press was an Amanda Star operated primarily by an aging Negro called
“Pimples”.
References: Pacific Grove Review, Monterey Daily Cypress, Del Monte Weekly,
Salinas Index, Monterey County Post, Bullions’ Grammar (1890).

Forest Hill United Methodist Church
551 Gibson Ave., Services 9 AM Sundays
Rev. Richard Bowman, 831-372-7956
Pacific Coast Church
522 Central Avenue, 831-372-1942
Peninsula Christian Center
520 Pine Avenue, 831-373-0431
First Baptist Church of Pacific Grove
246 Laurel Avenue, 831-373-0741
St. Mary’s-by-the-Sea Episcopal Church
Central Avenue & 12th Street, 831-373-4441
Community Baptist Church
Monterey & Pine Avenues, 831-375-4311
Peninsula Baptist Church
1116 Funston Avenue, 831-394-5712
St. Angela Merici Catholic Church

146 8th Street, 831-655-4160

Christian Church Disciples of Christ of Pacific Grove
442 Central Avenue, 831-372-0363
First Church of God
1023 David Avenue, 831-372-5005
Jehovah’s Witnesses of Pacific Grove
1100 Sunset Drive, 831-375-2138
Church of Christ
176 Central Avenue, 831-375-3741
Lighthouse Fellowship of Pacific Grove
PG Community Center, 515 Junipero Ave., 831-333-0636
Mayflower Presbyterian Church
141 14th Street, 831-373-4705
Central Presbyterian Church of Pacific Grove
325 Central Avenue, 831-375-7207
Seventh-Day Adventist Church of the Monterey Peninsula
375 Lighthouse Avenue, 831-372-7818
First United Methodist Church of Pacific Grove

915 Sunset @ 17-Mile Dr., Pacific Grove - (831) 372-5875
Worship: Sundays @ 10:00 a.m.
Congregation Beth Israel
5716 Carmel Valley Rd., Carmel (831) 624-2015
Chabad of Monterey
2707 David Avenue, Pacific Grove (831) 643-2770
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Autumn Haiga

Season Finale

Wine, Art & Music Walk
Friday, October 26, 2012 6-9 PM

Photo art by: Timothy Aguilar, Tiffany Vieira and Santino Pietrantonio at Tessuti Zoo
Pacific Grove Travel

Biba

593 Lighthouse Avenue

211 Forest Avenue

Glenn Gobel Custom Frames

Sprout Boutique

562 Lighthouse Avenue

210 ½ Forest Avenue

Strouse & Strouse Studio Gallery

Sun Studio

178 Grand Avenue

208 Forest Avenue

Studio Nouveau

Tessuti Zoo

170 B Grand Avenue

171 Forest Avenue

Barry Marshall Studio

PG Museum of Natural History

213 Grand Avenue

Artisana Gallery

309-A Forest Avenue

165 Forest Avenue

Art by Sandra and Jim Jordan at
Glenn Gobel Custom Frames

PG Art Center

568 Lighthouse Avenue

Pacific Grove Art Center will be open from 7-9 P

FREE EVENT • PLENTY OF PARKING
Walk maps available at all locations

831-373-3304 www.pacificgrove.org

Weddings, birthdays, promotions.
Have your peeps email our peeps!
Photos are welcome

Haiku by Neal Whitman
Photograph by Elaine Whitman

chilly morning
I learn to recognize
lace lichen

editor@ cedarstreettimes.com
831-324-4742

Open Spaces. Open Government.
It’s time for a leader who fights for both.

A Monterey County Native

A native and lifelong resident of Monterey County, Marc knows that our open
spaces and natural resources drive our economy and make our area a
destination for the world.

Fighting for clean water

As a water rights attorney, Marc fought to enforce the Clean Water Act. On
the State Water Resources Control Board, Marc ordered the City of Los
Angeles to return Northern California water to restore Mono Lake.

Protecting our environment

As a former Monterey County Supervisor, Marc adopted the first
wetlands protection policies to preserve the Elkhorn Slough and helped
establish the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary.
In 1984, Marc founded the Ag Land Trust, a non-profit organization that
has permanently preserved over 21,000 acres of farmland and open
space in Monterey County.

DEL PIERO
FOR

SUPERVISOR

Endorsed by:
“one of very few people with the
knowledge to step right in and fix
some of what ails local government”
DelPieroForSupervisor.com |

facebook.com/DelPieroForSupervisor

Paid for by Del Piero for Supervisor, FPPC# 1346716, PO Box 470, Monterey, CA 93942
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2012 Butterfly Parade
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welcomes the butterflies ... and moms and dads and
grandparents and aunts and uncles and more!

Photos by Peter Mounteer
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SPCA Animal Camp now offered during school year
Beth Brookhauser

Animal Chatter
For over 20 years, the SPCA for
Monterey County has offered an amazing
experience for local kids every Summer:
Animal Camp. Now SPCA Animal Camp
is expanding to offer camps throughout the
year during school breaks.
Animal Camp offers a fun and unique
mix of exciting and educational hands-on
experiences. SPCA camps build selfesteem and nurture compassion.
The new October camp is full, but the
winter and spring sessions still have openings. Each session offers activities specific
to the season, so the camps� will always
be new and exciting to new and returning
campers alike.
“Our Summer Animal Camps are so
popular they’ve been selling out by April
every year,” says Dawn Fenton, SPCA
Community Outreach Manager. “Expanding camps gives everyone a chance to join
the fun and have an amazing time learning
about and helping animals.”
Campers learn about the SPCA and
develop a deeper respect for all animals. The SPCA’s doors are open to all
animals in need so the kids have a chance
to see and help not only dogs and cats but
also rabbits, horses, barn animals, exotic
pets, and wildlife.
Campers also learn about animalrelated jobs from professional guest speakers including SPCA Humane Investigators,
Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation technicians, animal care staff, and more.
Activities are geared towards helping
animals in meaningful ways kids likely
haven’t experienced before: making mash

for neglected, rescued horses; creating
toys to entertain curious rehabilitated raccoons; and learning easy ways to recycle
household waste into helpful tools and
toys for animals.
“Animal Camp helps teach kids compassion for animals and also compassion
for each other,” says Dawn. “The activities
are challenging, unique, and above all,
fun.”
SPCA Animal Camp
Kids in grades 3rd - 6th
Winter Session 1: Dec. 26-29, 2012
Winter Session 2: January 2-5, 2013
Spring Session 1: March 25-29, 2013
Spring Session 2: April 1-5, 2013
HOURS:
Winter Session hours 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Spring Session hours 9:00 am - 3:00 pm
at the SPCA for Monterey County Education Center

Monterey’s Premiere
Independent Service Center!

Specializing in fine German Vehicles
Factory Scheduled Maintenance
Computer Diagnostic/
Engine Performance Tune Up
Transmission Service
Smog Check Diagnosis and Preparation
Brakes
Steering and Suspension
Heating & A/C Diagnosis and Repair
Cooling System Diagnosis and Repair
Oil and Lubrication Services
Seasonal Maintenance

Campers will participate in a wide variety of fun activities including arts, crafts,
and educational games. Children will
meet and learn first hand how to care
for and have a better understanding of
animals with our professional staff.
Sessions cost $250, including snacks
and all activities.

249 Dela Vina Avenue
Monterey
831-373-5355
www.ccrepairmonterey.com

REGISTRATION:
Please call 831-264-5404 or register
online at www.SPCAmc.org/camp.

Paid Political Advertisement

You are Invited to Attend
the Unveiling of the New Model
of the Proposed Pacific Grove
Holman Hotel
Wednesday Evening
October 17, 2012 - 5:00 PM
Pacific Grove City Hall - Outdoor Plaza, West Side
300 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove

We also do Mini-Cooper Repair & Maintenance

NEWS - MONTEREY COUNTY WEEKLY
ENDORSES MEASURE F - VOTE YES
“This measure for a zoning change is not technically a referendum on
a proposed hotel in Pacific Grove, but a no vote will very likely doom
the project entirely. The benefits of a 230-room full-service hotel in
the heart of downtown are substantial: The hotel will bring vibrancy,
jobs and over $1 million a year in transient occupancy tax to Pacific
Grove - all necessary if P.G. is to sustain both charm and city
services.” See page 20 of the current issue of the Monterey County
Weekly for the full endorsement.

Q & A about MEASURE F and the
Proposed Pacific Grove Holman Hotel
Q: Will Measure F allow for increased zoning limits in other areas of
the City?

“I look forward to showing you the new
model of the proposed Pacific Grove
Holman Hotel, and new renderings so
you can see how beautifully it will fit into
the fabric of the community!”
—Drake Leddy
This is an opportunity for you to see an accurate size representation
of the proposed new hotel. Mr. Leddy will point out all the exciting
features of the property, and share with you how his architects have
revised the design based on valuable input from the community.
Light Refreshments

Generations have passed since Pacific Grove’s founders established our city as
a jewel on the California coastline. I believe Mr. Leddy’s proposed Holman
Hotel will help restore the luster and economic vitality our town desperately
needs. Please vote yes on Measure F. Let’s not let this opportunity slip by.
–Tom McMahon, PG Resident, PG Business Owner
Chairman of the PG Downtown Business Improvement District

A: No. Measure F only sets zoning for the Holman site. No other
property in the City would change zoning.
Q: How high will the proposed Holman Hotel be?
A: The design calls for 65 feet at its highest point. This is about 6 feet
below the existing parapet on the Holman building. The building steps
down to 60 feet, 50 feet and finally at 30 feet on Central Avenue. Of
course all this will be subject to full review and approval by the city
and its boards and commissions.
Q: What about site coverage?
A: The Development Agreement requires the project to provide
additional setback that will allow for trees and additional pedestrian
space. Our proposal increases the sidewalks along the hotel on
Fountain and Central to at least 11 feet. The proposal also adds
additional cutouts at the corners of Grand/Central and Fountain/
Central (about 20 feet), and lovely “pocket parks” will be created.
Q: What assurances will the community have that Presidian will be
the developer?
A: The Development Agreement signed by the City, the property
owner and Drake Leddy of Presidian ties the project to Presidian
alone as the project developer. The agreement also provides for
specific rehabilitation requirements for the Holman Building as an
integral part of the project.
For more information, visit www.HolmanHotel.com
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Author’s primer offered

Look Ma, no wheel

Book Publishing 1-2-3:

Tom Stevens

From the Writer’s Fingers to the Reader’s Hands

Otter Views

Sprinkled with stories and tips, this popular program is designed to empower ―
and inspire ― writers of all levels. Join us as we take a peek at today’s book business,
checking out the pros and cons of traditional, electronic, and self-publishing. Then
we’ll share some practical ideas to help writers find and connect with literary agents,
get published, and sell their work.
Other highlights include writing exercises, “Editor’s Tips on Craft,” appearance
by local longtime book publisher and publishing expert Patricia Hamilton, and Q&A
throughout.
Presenter is Laurie Gibson, the editor/proofreader who’s served well over 100 firsttime authors. In addition, her work for publishers includes the novels “Mrs. Dalloway”
(1998 edition) and “The Color Purple” (2003 edition), as well as numerous titles by
Brian Tracy, the bestselling business author.
The event is set for Monday, Oct. 22, 6-7 p.m., at The Works, 667 Lighthouse Ave.
Cost is $10, no pre-registration required. Questions? (858) 635-1233 or eaglet5223@
mypacks.net

Flash mob poets storm Pacific Grove
Art Center during Art Walk

On Sept. 7, a mob of poetry readers surprised the PG Art Center crowd at the
combined Art Walk/1st Friday event with readings from Pablo Neruda’s Essential Odes.
The Pacific Grove Poetry Collective and 1st Friday Pacific Grove organized the
flash mob event which started at Artisana Gallery with a reading celebrating all things
edible by esteemed PG Poet in Residence, Dr. Barbara Mossberg. With direction from
the flash mob instigator, Susie Joyce, an inspired assembly of more than 20 “mobbers”
walked from Artisana Gallery to the PG Art Center where they stealthily positioned
themselves among Art Center patrons. With the ring of a bell, Dr. Mossberg rallied the
first group of readers with “Ode to Tomatoes” , followed by other groups of “mobbers”
reading “Ode to the Onion”, “Ode to the Lemon”, “Ode to Salt” and, with a great flourish, all readers joined in with the finale, “Ode to Frying Potatoes”.
Gail Kempt provided interpretive signing for the hearing impaired for the readings
while Bob Pacelli filmed the event. The video is posted on You Tube at: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=2FBYr1Uhf9c.
Follow upcoming PG Poetry events at www.facebook.com/PacificGrovePoetryCollective; www.facebook.com/ArtisanaGalleryPacificGrove; and www.facebook.
com/1stFridayPacificGrove

Three-church event at Greenwood Park

The churches of Greenwood Park will hold a three church event on October 20
from 9 a.m.-4:00 p.m. on Central Avenue between Carmel Avenue and 14th Street: St.
Mary’s Episcopal Church Annual Holiday Bazaar, Christian Church of Pacific Grove
Annual Rummage Sale and The Mayflower Presbyterian Church Organ Recital and
Bouncy House.
Come to Pacific Grove and enjoy fun, food, entertainment, hand-crafted items,
household goods and many surprises.
St. Mary’s Episcopal Church Annual Holiday Bazaar has grown, by adding two
additional events. Christian Church of Pacific Grove Rummage Sale and the Mayflower
Presbyterian Church Organ Recital and Bouncy House. Bring the family for a day
filled with fun things to see and do. There are great items to purchase for the holidays.
The churches are located on Central Avenue between Carmel Avenue and 14th
Street.
For more information, contact the individual churches.

What is Measure A?

In November, the residents of Pacific Grove will be asked to vote for a
$65 per year parcel tax (the equivalent of $5.42 per month). Measure A is local
parcel tax which will provide funding solely to the schools in Pacific Grove.
If Measure A passes, it will eliminate the current parcel tax which is in its 4th
year, the two parcel taxes will not be combined. Measure A will expire after
5 years, and will create revenue of approximately $495,000 per year. All of
this revenue will go directly to the Pacific Grove school district and will not
be taken by the state. The school district will use this funding to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preserve core academic programs such as science and math;
Protect enrichment programs, including art and music instruction;
Maintain smaller class sizes in all grades;
Retain qualified teachers;
Provide for staffing and operations of libraries and computer labs;
Reduce the impact of statewide budget cuts by providing a stable local
funding source that cannot be taken away by the State or go to other school
districts.

As most residents of Pacific Grove are aware, the school district here is
one of the finest in the state, and has consistently high test scores with safe
and welcoming campuses. The funding from Measure A will help maintain
this high level of education and help support the school district in the face of
an uncertain funding from the state.
We urge you to vote YES on Measure A. Please keep in mind that Measure
A is the last item on the ballot, so don’t leave without voting on it.

Citizens in Favor of Measure A
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A Walt Disney animated TV special I watched as a kid was “Cars of the Future.”
I think Goofy was the host.
This was in the 1950s, during America’s post-war love affair with all things automotive. Having survived The Great Depression, the dust bowl and two punishing
wars, Americans were ready to “See the USA in a Chevrolet,” as one jingle put it.
To enable that, the Eisenhower administration rolled out an ambitious and visionary public works project: the vast interstate highway system.
As wide, smooth, well-graded highways reached all corners of the nation, roadside infrastructure kept pace. New “motels” popped up, flanked by diners, rest stops
and gas stations pumping 20-cent gallons of West Texas crude.
Soon Joe and Jane Q. Public could zip across the country at a cost and comfort
level unimaginable a decade earlier. As transport and distribution links improved,
cars and other goods once available only to the wealthy become widely accessible.
In many ways, the highway system supercharged the economy and truly “united” the
states.
There were downers, too, of course. As sprawling new “commuter suburbs”
supplanted earlier residential and retail models, Americans stopped walking and
started eating fatty “fast food,” with lamentable results. The driving lifestyle also
contributed to urban congestion, air pollution, environmental degradation and several
Mideast wars.
But hindsight is 20-20. In fairness to Goofy, these automotive downsides were
not widely foreseen when “Cars of the Future” first aired. In the 1950s, all was cando optimism, American ingenuity and “better living through chemistry.”
Perhaps as a result, the promised “future” seemed much closer back then. Even
as a kid growing up in the remote Territory of Hawaii, I knew floating cities, aerial
sidewalks and personal jet packs were just around the corner. Coming even sooner,
Goofy promised, would be the “driverless car!”
I still remember the animated sequence. Seated in futuristic swivel chairs in their
comfortably oversized sedan, a two-parent, two kid, all-white Disney family played
cards while highway scenery whizzed past the car windows. “Who’s driving?”
Goofy asked playfully.
Well, no one was driving, because the car drove itself! What a concept. Computers were still rudimentary in the 1950s, but the Disney car somehow took its speed
and directional cues from a nationwide traffic control system and from sensors
imbedded in the highway itself. If I remember correctly, the car of the future didn’t
even have a steering wheel. I couldn’t wait to ride in one.
But I would have to wait, because the promised future kept receding into the
actual future. First, pesky Rachel Carson came along and showed that many things
were not living better, but in fact dying badly through chemistry. Then smog appeared. Then abrasive Ralph Nader made his case for car safety. Then OPEC hiked
gas prices. Eventually, video footage of oil spills, Bronco rollovers and crash-test
dummies replaced the happy 1950s Disney family in their futuristic car. Having already lost hope that my lifetime would include floating cities and personal jetpacks, I
sadly prepared to add driverless cars to the list.
Then, eureka! While I was motoring slowly along last week, a radio account of
a new self-driving “Google Car” nearly sent me off the road. Actually, I shouldn’t
say “new,” because the Google Car reportedly has logged 300,000 driverless miles
around Central California already.
Initially it seemed odd that Google -- rather than say, Toyota, BMW or General
Motors – should be spearheading this driverless car project. But when I mentioned
the story to my boss, he laughed.
“That’s because modern cars are already driverless,” he said. “Everybody’s
texting while driving.”
Suddenly it all made sense. Except on TV poker, Americans no longer sit around
tables playing cards. But the animated sequence I watched a half-century ago is still
pertinent. Now, instead of playing cards on the interstate, the perfect Disney family reclining in swivel seats can lock onto their smart phones while Google does the
driving.
It’s certainly futuristic, but not in the congenial way Goofy might have imagined. In this Google family car, no one’s talking, there’s no eye contact, and a muchdepleted natural world passes unnoticed out the windows. The Google car might not
even need windows: We now take our cues from sensors imbedded in our palms.
I’ve waited a long time for the driverless car, but this version lacks humanity. Maybe I’ll take the train. Amtrak’s “vista car” still offers conversation and card
games, and the engineer can keep the train on the tracks . . . . assuming he’s not
texting.
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Arts and Events

Up and Coming
Carmel Art and Film Festival
winds up Sunday

Carmel Art and Film Festival (October 10-14, 2012) announces its 2012 line-up
with an impressive list of almost 100 narrative features, documentaries, shorts and student films. Ben Lewin’s Oscar contender “The Sessions” starring Helen Hunt and John
Hawkes, the lush Danish production of “A Royal Affair,” and Michael Haneke’s bittersweet “Amour” headline the feature category. The documentary area is unprecedented
with “Brooklyn Castle,” “Central Park Five,” “Gregory Crewdson: Brief Encounters,”
“The Invisible War,” “Chasing Ice,” and “Ready to Fly” topping the list. Native son
Walt Matteson contributes the award-winning “Pretty Old.”
Festival director Tom Burns says, ”We are so excited to bring these incredible
films to our Carmel audience. This is the first time at our young festival we’ve had such
a depth of film offerings from the agonizingly heartbreaking “Amour” to the inspiring
“The Sessions,” these films represent the best of the best in independent filmmaking.”

We Deliver Monday through Saturday!

MARKET

Hot entrées to go

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Menus!
Open Daily • Call 831-375-9581
242 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove

Voted Best Neighborhood Market

About the Festival

The Carmel Art and Film Festival is committed to filmmakers. In addition to screening close to 100 independent films over a five-day period, the Carmel Art and Film
Festival also offers panel discussions, one-on-one interviews, art exhibitions, concerts,
and lectures with industry experts – and filmmakers get a VIP all-access pass to all of
it. Our signature artist this year is L.A. phenom Thierry Guetta, aka Mr. Brainwash.
In addition to a planned exhibition, MBW has created an awesome fine art print and
poster using an altered image of Clint Eastwood. Whether a filmmaker or a film lover,
we offer a five-day escape – total immersion into film, art, music and parties – but leave
the tux at home as we are casual and cool. We even do an over-the-top beach bash and
film on the beach that takes advantage of the beautiful white sands of Carmel Beach.
Founded in 2008 by fine artist Tom Burns and Erin Clark, television journalist,
writer, and documentary film producer, the Carmel Art and Film Festival is a 501(c)3
nonprofit committed to supporting the arts in all its forms with a special emphasis on
nurturing the creative spirit in young people. Through year round community outreach,
scholarships and grants, special festival programs, and the festival itself, Carmel Art
and Film gives artists a platform and a voice to pursue their creative visions and share
them with the world.

New Listing
1115 Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove
Prime Ocean View Property
Only 5 Years Old
Many Custom Features

About Our Sponsors

The Carmel Art and Film Festival is supported by an impressive list of sponsors
including: Jaguar, Rolex, Patron Spirits, Cyclonix, Tiffany& Co, Honest Engine Films,
Cypress Inn, Land Rover, Santa Barbara Bank and Trust, Silvestri Vineyards, Ventana
Vineyards, Scheid Vineyards, CDS Nutra Sales, Augustina’s Fine Leathers, Pacific
Valley Bank.

Linda Guy, Broker-CRB
www.lindaguy.net
linda@johnsaar.com
DRE # 00875231

$2,275,000
Call Linda for Details or Private Showing

831-277-4899

For a complete list of screenings, film descriptions and tickets see www.carmelartandfilm.com

Dogtoberfest at Tarpy’s to benefit
Animal Friends Rescue Project

Animal Friends Rescue Project’s Dogtoberfest will happen on Sun., Oct. 21 from
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. at Tarpy’s Roadhouse in Monterey. Come and enjoy a fun filled
event for people and their dogs featuring fabulous German-themed food by Tarpy’s,
Ventana Vineyards wine, Sierra Nevada and English Ales Beer, music by Felten and
Michelle and a doggie costume contest.
AFRP relies on support from the community to rescue and adopt out over 1,500
homeless cats and dogs each year.
Reservations are required and space is limited. Tickets are $35 per person and
include all food, drinks and costume contest. Purchase your Dogtoberfest tickets by
calling 831-333-0722 or purchase online at www.animalfriendsrescue.org.

St Mary’s
HOLIDAY BAZAAR
Saturday, October 20 • 9 to 3

Free automotive swap meet
“Wheels in Motion for Community Benefit”

Marina Motorsports, Inc. will hold its 32nd semi-annual “Free” Automotive Swap
Meet & Car Corral at Marina Municipal Airport Sat., Oct. 6.
Gates open at 7:00 a.m. for vendors and 8:00 a.m. for the public. Free admission,
free” vendor and car corral spaces. A $3 donation to Boy Scout troupe 134 will be
accepted for parking. There will also be a barbecue by Marina Volunteer Firefighters
Association.
For more information please call: (831) 384-1200 or go to http://www.marinamotorsports.org
The only swap meet with a money back guarantee! You get double your free space
fee refunded if you aren’t completely satisfied.

Monterey Library has an app for that

You may now use your mobile devices to access the Monterey Public Library
wherever it is convenient for you, using “Library Anywhere” a native app for iPhone,
iPad, Android, and a mobile website for all small screen browsers. Using this free app,
you can search the Library’s catalog, place holds, check your library card account, find
out about upcoming events, check Library hours and location, get contact information,
download ebooks and audio books, and use World Book Mobile. Download the free
app from the Library’s website at www.monterey.org/library. If you need assistance,
call 831.646.3933.

Bake Sale
Sandwich Bar
Christmas Shop
24 Local Art & Craft Vendors
12th & Central, Pacific Grove • Information 831-373-4441
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Arts and Events

Up and Coming
People pick up our paper
because they want to!

They read it, they keep it, and share it,
because we write about them!
Advertise with Cedar Street Times,
Pacific Grove's only adjudicated, weekly
NEWSpaper

831-324-4742
Fri., Oct. 12
HOWARD
BURNHAM
A celebration in
prose,
poetry and pictures:
“To Greet The
Monarch
Butterflies; Flying
Flowers”
7:00 PM • $10
cover
The Works
667 Lighthouse Ave
PG
831-372-2242

Rotary
to meet
therapy
dogs

The Pacific Grove Rotary Club will have as
speakers on Tues., Oct.
16, Julie and Tom Craig,
and Cody, the therapy dog,
discussing the invaluable
contributions therapy dogs
can provide. The meeting
will be held at The Inn
at Spanish Bay in Pebble
Beach, at noon. Lunch is
$20 and reservations may
be made by calling Jane
Roland at 649-0657.

Gershwin
music benefit

“Here to Stay: The
Music of George Gershwin,” a benefit concert
for the Monterey Peace
and Justice Center will
be offered at Wave Street
Studios, 774 Wave Street,
Monterey at 7:00 p.m. on
Sun., Oct. 28. Cost is a
$40 donation.
Enjoy the music
of George Gershwin
performed by local musicians.
Tickets available at:
brownpapertickets.com/
event/271664 For more
information contact 831899-7322.

Jennifer Alexander, Nationally Certified Massage Therapist
First-time clients receive either:

• $10 off a 60-minute therapeutic
massage (regularly $65); or
• $20 off a 90-minute therapeutic
massage (regularly $90)

227 Grand Avenue, Suite #5
Pacific Grove • 831-238-4248

http://jenniferalexandercmt.com
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Your Achievements

Peeps

Cherry blossoms coming to Carmel

“Cool and Nifty Class of ‘60 turns 70!!!”

Hiroshi Inomata, Consul General of Japan, presented a cherry tree to the people
of Carmel at a ceremony held in Devendorf Park Oct. 3. In 1912 the people
of Japan gave the people of the United States 3,000 cherry trees as a sign of
the friendship.These trees were planted in Washington D.C. Each spring when
the cherry trees are in blossom, thousands of visitors descend on our nation’s
capitol to enjoy the spectacular show the trees provide. One hundred years
after the first gift, the people of Japan are once again gifting 3,000 cherry trees
to cities across the nation in commemoration of the first gift. Carmel Mayor
Jason Burnett, on behalf of the people of Carmel, accepted the gift from consul
General Inomata. The two dignataries held a lengthy conversation prior to the
tree planting ceremony and seemed to develop a close bond. Upon hearing
that Mayor Burnett wanted Japanese food on his birthday, the consul general
invited the mayor to come to his home for sushi! Photo by Al Saxe.
By Marabee Rush Boone

“Cool and Nifty” Class of ’60
Closest knit PGHS class ever
The PGHS Class of ’60 is no longer
just a group of classmates. We have become a family. We have an awesome guy
in our class named Chuck Wallace. He is
the keeper of the roster (which he created
and updates as necessary). Classmates
send him important info on family weddings, grandchildren (and Yikes, even
great-grandchildren), vacations and, yes,
deaths and he passes the news on to the
rest of us via email.
For many years Pat Elmore has remembered to send emails to all of us with
birthday wishes for those celebrating that

day.Then, of course, come many well
wishes to the birthday person from many,
many classmates. Pat has now passed
that torch to Jim Dowell, our jokester (he
keeps us laughing with his, mostly funny,
email jokes and stories). Sometimes you
can almost hear the collective groans from
the class of ’60.
Patty Fifer Kieffer’s husband, Charlie,
emails a “photo for today” to lots of our
classmates, yes, every day. It usually contains a bit of history or other educational
info to go with the photo.
When do we get together? As often
as possible. We have had an “official”
reunion every 5 years. A few years ago we
added an “in between” weekend to honor
one of our gals that was gonna be watching
the next reunion from Heaven. We call that
one Colleen’s reunion.
Here’s how those “official” reunions
go: We meet at the “big” house (Rancho
Rapose) at Andril Fireplace Cottages (outof-towners pretty much fill up all of the
other rooms) on Thursday afternoon. We
have pizza and we chat and laugh. Friday
evening we go to dinner and/or a home
game in Breaker Stadium. Saturday is,
of course, the Butterfly Parade followed
by lunch at a Pacific Grove Restaurant.
Saturday night we join other Alums at
the Alumni Dinner. Sunday morning is
breakfast and then folks go home….or not.
Sometimes we need more time so they stay
until Monday. Is that every 5 years thing
enough time for us? No. Soooo. . .
There is a standing get together date
of “the first Saturday of October.” We meet
at 10:00 a.m. at Bratty Corner [in front
of Bratty and Bluhm at Forest and Lighthouse] and watch the Butterfly Parade,
then lunch (this year at 17th Street Grille)
and then we attend the PGHS Alumni Dinner. But wait, that’s still not enough. Then
there’s breakfast on Sunday morning and
we have been known to have breakfast at
the airport on Monday morning so we can
give folks a send off back to their home
state. This year we had classmates from
Arizona and Texas and all over California. 16 in all plus spouses, children and
grandchildren.
Sometimes it takes us an hour to say
goodbye…..’cause we don’t want to. But
we’ll see ‘em again next “first Saturday
in October”.

RE-ELECT CARMELITA GARCIA
MAYOR OF PACIFIC GROVE

Proven Leadership with Wisdom,
Courage and Conviction
In her tenure as both a councilmember and our mayor,
Carmelita is an authentic and ethical steward of our
community. She does her homework and is well prepared.
Pacific Grove faces some very difficult challenges, and
some changes are necessary. I trust Mayor Garcia’s
integrity to do both “the right thing” and sometimes, to
do “what must be done,” to keep our beloved city viable.
–Georgia B. Booth
(Mother, Grandmother, Retired PGUSD Teacher and Property Owner)
Mayor Carmelita Garcia and her dog, Scruffy

Dear Citizens of Pacific Grove,
The last few years have been challenging for us all. By working together, as a result we have persevered. I strongly
believe we have a bright future ahead of us, and I thank you for your support and for voting for me!
Learn more at www.PGMayor.com

Carmelita Garcia

Here are some highlights and successful outcomes during my term in office:
Reaching Out and Building Inclusivity
I am the only mayor in 106 years who has
recognized the Chinese Fishing Village
community. I also presented a formal letter of
apology to the African American community
for the discrimination endured in the
1950’s. I will continue to make sure that our
community is fully represented.

Making Sure Your Voice is Heard
I have brought transparency and I’ve
welcomed public participation in the
deliberations that are conducted in the
public view. I’m always accessible to
hear what you have to say and I strongly
believe all people deserve to be heard.
This will always be a priority for me.

Demonstrating Loyalty and Commitment
When my husband passed away unexpectedly in 2010, through it all, I did not quit or
abandon the citizens of Pacific Grove. I, and my family, will always be grateful for the
support of the city council and the community during that difficult time in my life.
Building Our Financial Reserves
When I first came into office in 2008, city reserves were $892,000. As of June 30, 2012,
it is reported that we now have $3,400,000. I am committed to remaining fiscally
responsible and accountable.
Ensuring City Policies are Followed
We have policies in place with the intent they be followed and when I’ve needed to enforce them, I may have
sometimes looked like the “bad guy.” However, I am committed to ensure that the city runs as efficiently as possible
and I truly appreciate the support and hard work of our city council and city staff.
“Mayor Carmelita Garcia has done an excellent job for the past three years as Mayor. When
the previous council got rid of the Golf Links Advisory Committee and eliminated the Volunteer
Fire Department (in existence since 1885), it was Mayor Garcia whose care, understanding and
commitment to our community got both reinstated. I trust her judgment and she has always
looked out for us. Pacific Grove needs Mayor Carmelita Garcia and I support her re-election.”
–Richard Stillwell, Retired, Property Owner, Pacific Grove Resident since 1945
Paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Carmelita Garcia Mayor 2012 - FPPC #1349643

www.pgmayor.com

cg54@comcast.net
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Your letters

Opinion
What does the future of
Pacific Grove look like?
Editor:

I am a fifth generation P.G. resident
and a P.G. business owner. I have a deep affection for my community and its historic
heritage. I have worked, for decades, to
preserve our open spaces and our historic
street fronts—both as a community activist
and an appointed city volunteer.
This November, I believe we must
make a decision that will change our
future, just as R.L. Holman did some 100
years ago. Imagine an additional 200-300
visitors in town, patronizing our 75+ retail
stores and our 50+ restaurants. Would they
harm our quality of life? Or, would they
help us fill our store fronts, inspire our
property owners to enhance their historic
buildings, and bring back a sense of vitality to our community?
Unlike the proposition of fast food,
bars, and night clubs, a 4-star hotel would
draw a visitor who would respect our
quality of life as the reason for their visit.
I also believe the Holman Building is
worthy of saving. It is, however, in need
of restoration. Left alone, its days are
numbered. Holman’s built Pacific Grove,
transforming it from a Methodist Retreat
into a bustling, vibrant City. It once stood
as the largest department store between
San Francisco and Los Angeles, serving
clientele from around the world. How
could it not be worth saving?
I believe we can return a hotel to the
very site “El Carmelo Hotel” once stood,
and save downtown’s most valuable historic asset in the process. The Holman
block is the only block in the City [where]
a 4-star hotel could be built. It has been
zoned, by the people, for a hotel. It’s in the
heart of the business district, on the very
site of an historic hotel.
I have met with the developer, Drake
Leddy and believe he is the only viable
opportunity our City has to save Holman’s.
Leddy has a documented history of historic
preservation and community involvement.
Leddy has met personally with “No on
F” activists and actually listened—to the
extent of taking his project back to the
drawing board and reducing the massing.
This, before any of the necessary Planning
Commission or ARB meetings. I think his
significant investment of time and money

Prop 37 will give us a choice about GMOs
Editor:

shows his level of concern for our community and I believe his project warrants
our careful consideration.
There are standards for the industry
and if Pacific Grove is to have a 4-star
hotel, it must meet those standards.
The sad truth is Holman’s will never be
transformed into a boutique hotel simply
because it would cost too much and return
too little. Building a smaller 50-100 room
hotel only beckons franchises like Holiday
Inn Express and Howard Johnson into our
historic downtown.
There are those who would prefer to
demolish the historic Holman building to
make room for a “prettier” building. To
them I say ‘shame on you.’ If we take
care of this building, as it did us for some
70 years, it can transform our community
again. Mr. Leddy has guaranteed us, in
writing, that the Holman building will be
restored, enhanced, and once again serve
as a beacon for our city.
This developer has a vision for a hotel
that would rival any in the world—not in
size, but in quality. The specific design will
continue to evolve as it moves through the
City’s boards and commissions. Although
Measure F asks for a 75 ft. height limit to
match the height of Holman’s, we can see
from the latest public drawings Leddy has
no intention of taking advantage of these
maximums. The measure also comes with
a laundry list of specific guarantees for our
City that cement this developer’s commitment in writing. But Leddy is a business
man, not our savior. If he can’t build to the
4-star standards he will have to walk away.
Where will this leave us? After waiting
for nearly 20 years, do we think another
visionary developer will come along? Or
will our most historic street-front be left
to rot, making way for a development that
will have none of the legal oversight of this
historic project?
There are many who feel we have
deserted the cause of protecting and
preserving Pacific Grove. I say you are
mistaken. I did not come to the decision
to support Measure F lightly. I have come
to it firmly, in an effort to revitalize my
precious hometown.
Most Sincerely,
Rebecca Riddell

In August, the Carmel Pine Cone produced an editorial characterizing Proposition
37 as “ The worst ever”, and even made the ludicrous statement that GMOs (genetically modified organisms) are “causing no harm to anybody”. A statement so naive (or
deceptive) that I’m just now getting over the shock of such a brash display of sheer
ignorance. “No harm to anybody”? Well, what about the tens of thousands of Indian
cotton farmers that have committed suicide due to GMO crop failure and/or the high
production costs (seed and herbicides) of GMO cotton. You see, one bad farming year
in India is ultimate ruination for the farmer and his family.
What about Mexican corn farmers whose unique varieties of genetically diverse
and distinctive corn crops have been cross-pollinated (intentionally) with GMO corn
and ultimately destroyed their crops?
And what about American farmers who have been threatened or sued into submission and bullied into planting GMO crops? No harm there? Need we mention the
destructive effects due to overuse/misuse of the herbicide Round-up, which is essentially
the nasty and toxic chemical glyphosate?
And what about the horrid health consequences of ingesting GMO food products?
Independent studies have clearly shown, over and over again, that there is a direct link
between GMO foods and human sickness. The dramatic rise of such things as autoimmune diseases, gastrointestinal disorders, food allergies, premature aging, autism,
Alzheimers, reproductive failure, birth defects, infertility, nutrient deficiencies, organ
failure, cancers, etc. has coincided precisely with the advent and proliferation of GMO
foods. Actually, I no longer call them foods because they are essentially allergens,
toxins, and carcinogens. No harm?
I guess ignorance can be truly blissful, but if awareness, self-determination, and
prevention are important to you - please vote YES on Proposition 37. It’s not only your
right to know what’s in the food you eat, it may also improve your health and well-being.
Larry Parrish
Carmel Valley

Hotel prospect is thrilling

Editor:

I am very excited about the Holman
Building Hotel Project that was proposed
to the city of Pacific Grove. I have always
thought that Pacific Grove needed to be
able to share in the revenues that the
surrounding cities receive through their
hospitality [accommodations]. The local inns and bed-and-breakfasts do not
appeal to all tourists because of the lack
of amenities and availability to accommodate groups.
I understand that locals may feel

intimidated by a larger hotel but the local
economy needs the jobs that will be available and the local businesses need more
patrons. I think the hotel is a wonderful
idea to really boost the local economy.
I am thrilled that Pacific Grove is
ready to compete with the neighboring
cities and offer people luxury accommodations, great variety of local restaurants, and
many shops to enjoy downtown.
Rose Campbell
Del Rey Oaks

Feeding wild animals is
more harmful than helpful
Editor:

An open letter to the Mayor and City Council members

Letters to the Editor
Cedar Street Times welcomes your letters on subjects of interest to the citizens of Pacific Grove as well as our readers elsewhere. We prefer that letters be
on local topics. At present we have not set limits on length though we do reserve
the right to edit letters for space constraints, so please be concise.
We will contact you to verify authenticity so your email address and/or
telephone number must be included as well as your name and city of residence.
We will not publish unsigned letters or letters which defame or slander
or libel.
Cedar Street Times is an adjudicated newspaper published weekly at 306
Grand Ave., Pacific Grove, CA 93950. Press deadline is Wednesday, noon. The
paper is printed on Friday and is available at 138 various locations throughout
the city and on the Peninsula as well as by e-mail subscription and with home
delivery to occupied homes in Pacific Grove.

Marge Ann Jameson, Editor/Publisher
Phone 831-324-4742 • Fax 831-324-4745
Email: editor@cedarstreettimes.com

In my experience, people who feed
wildlife along the recreation trail, especially near Pt. Pinos, are not tourists or
other visitors to the area who do not know
the law. They are local regulars who bring
bread, leftovers from their meals, peanuts,
and other unnatural food to benches along
the coast and routinely offer it to seagulls
and squirrels. Though they may believe
they are helping the animals survive, it
seems that a large part of their motivation
is entertainment — being close to the
animals and seeing their feeding behavior.
Feeding wild animals in this way is
much more harmful than helpful. It can
encourage the animals to lose their fear of
people, overpopulate, and come to depend
on unnatural sources of food. Some of
the gulls are aggressive and hand feeding
encourages them to approach, and possibly
attack, innocent bystanders who are simply
trying to enjoy a snack or meal near the
coast. While ground squirrels are adorable, it is important that their populations
be kept in check by natural food source

limitations and predators. Too many
ground squirrels threaten the stability of
soils and throw local plant ecology out of
balance. Finally, the example of locals who
confidently and openly feed wild animals
could encourage other people, including
children, to do the same.
A public education campaign about
Municipal Code 10.10.010 and its rationale, including appropriate signs, would
put people on notice that the code will
be enforced. If feeding continues after a
suitable period of education, it would be
important to follow up with enforcement.
There are too many people living near
the coast for us to ignore any avoidable
act that harms wildlife or exacerbates our
inevitable impact on the natural world.
While feeding wildlife may provide a lot
of pleasure, it is one such avoidable act.
It's time to put wildlife first and learn to get
our pleasure from natural animal behavior
in as natural a setting as possible.
Tama Olver
Pacific Grove
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Your letters

Opinion

Managing change in heaven on earth
Drake Leddy

Notes on the Proposed Hotel
My lovely wife is with me on this trip. This morning, after she returned from a short
jog down to the lighthouse and then down the shoreline to Lovers Point, she remarked,
“Drake, this place is like heaven on earth!”
There is an old saying that two things that are absolutely certain about this life are
death and taxes. Well, I believe there is at least a third universal truth: that nothing
can ever stay exactly the same for very long. Without nourishment and stewardship,
great farmlands see their productive capacity diminish over time. Great athletes find
it harder to improve or even sustain their performance as they see the years tick by.
Communities can be like that. They rise and fall based upon a balance between
their vision for the future and their commitment to their heritage. Change is absolutely
inevitable. But change can be good or bad depending on whether the changes are good
ones or bad ones. That fact makes choosing which changes to pursue, and to ultimately
accept, a crucial decision for all communities. But these decisions are especially crucial
for communities like Pacific Grove that have something quite outstanding to protect
and to nourish.
Pacific Grove is a special place embedded in a special corner of the world. This is
why I want to build and operate a special hotel here. Yes, I want to have a place where
people who are not fortunate enough to live here can have at least a short visit in a
spot that has to be about as close as you can get to heaven on earth. In exchange, these
visitors will open their wallets and bring new dollars into the local economy. They will
pay bed taxes and sales taxes. The hotel owners will pay property taxes and income
taxes. And as I have said in several Town Hall Meetings, after these guests have had
their fun and spent their money, they will go home. You won’t have to educate their
kids. You won’t have to provide them with other city services. And they will spread the
word to all who will listen that they have been fortunate enough to have had a special
glimpse of heaven on earth. And whether they actually do or don’t, these visitors will
leave swearing that they need to make this pilgrimage to Pacific Grove a regular one.
The site on Central and Fountain is a special site, for sure. I see it as a place for
the community to celebrate special occasions without having to book those events in a
different town. I see wedding receptions, 50th wedding anniversary parties, religious
coming of age events, birthday parties and civic charitable events being a staple. I also
see a central location for hosting business meetings and continuing education events.
With meeting space for up to 400 guests, there will be lots of spillover occupancy
at existing Pacific Grove hotels, and the positive impact on local restaurants will be
significant, for sure. Oh yes, and there is also the need for visitors to buy “something
special” to remind them of the wonderful time they had in Pacific Grove.
On October 9, my Hilton hotel in downtown Kansas City was voted by the citizens
as the “Best of the Best” in that city. We have won countless awards over the years for
“getting it right.” We really want to have the opportunity to get it right for you. To this
end, we have listened carefully to the suggestions and criticisms you folks have made
about our design…the size, the massing and the urban scale. I think we have done a
good job of listening and in so doing, I think you need to take a bow for helping us
make the project better and also helping us to understand and appreciate those things
that make Pacific Grove so very close to heaven on earth.
Now, I need you to trust me to get it right. I have been working in the public
domain for over 30 years building quality projects and then sticking around to manage
them. I am easy enough to find and research, and what you will find about me is that
I have always built a quality product, and I have always managed to share my success
with the communities in which I have been fortunate enough to work. Also, please
remember that the legal documents that overlay the zoning changes being proposed,
apply not only for me but also for any other developer who might pursue this project.
Thanks so much for your interest.

Comments on various subjects
Editor:

Thank you for putting the article on Nadine Annand in your paper, she was truly
a remarkable person. Mo Ammar really did a nice job of keeping her spirit alive. He
was so funny. How did he remember so much?
I also want to thank the PG Fire Department for the delicious chicken and beans
they sold on Saturday to benefit the Save the Pool Project.
Regarding the Hotel... It is still too big and ugly. Smaller is charming and quality
trumps quality. A hotel is for sleeping. Also, since the building is two to three years
out, perhaps the owner could clean the outside of the building.
Sally Higgins
Pacific Grove

Balloons may reflect hotel but not
rezoning issue in Measure F
Editor:

I find it misleading to say that the
poles and balloons anchored around Holman’s reflect the size that Mr Leddy is
proposing for his hotel. They do not reflect
that actual size that the rezoning issue is
about. People are making this into a “hotel
issue” when in fact, we are being asked to
vote to re-zone our current restrictions on
size, allowing 75 feet high and 100 percent
lot coverage.

I also find it interesting that the “yes
on F” signs, carry the runner “Help Pacific Grove.” Again, this is a zoning issue,
requesting larger lot coverage. This has
nothing to do with helping our city. Which
begs, “Help the City to do what?”
Are the “yes” for F people that misinformed?
Catherine Flatley
Pacific Grove

“Last small town” is an outdated goal
Editor:
I have been reading about the proposed Holman Hotel project in downtown Pacific
Grove and can not understand why there is so much opposition to a larger hotel that
can accommodate locals, tourist, special events, and increase revenue for local businesses in Pacific Grove.
I understand that Pacific Grove wants to remain the last small town, but the failing
local economy is proof that this goal is outdated. Local businesses are closing more
frequently and business ventures are unsuccessful because Pacific Grove needs more
people to “stay and play” in Pacific Grove. The shops, restaurants and recreation in
Pacific Grove are excellent and deserve the opportunity to reach more customers. A
larger scale hotel gives businesses an opportunity to reach a wider variety of customers
especially at local events, and peak seasons.
Thank you.
Frank Whitton
Seaside

Voting to enhance our future
Editor:

Pacific Grove, “America’s Last Home
Town,” is first and foremost a family
town with specific needs for its schools,
libraries, parks, streets, and museums.
The residents of Pacific Grove need a City
Council member who understands those
needs and will advocate for them. Casey
Lucius is that person.
When I speak with other residents of
Pacific Grove, I find that many welcome
some change to our town. The commitment and open-mindedness of neighbors,
friends, and colleagues has reached an
exciting point in the town’s history. As
a mother of two young children, I take
nothing for granted. By electing the right
local leaders, we can give our children the
hometown they deserve.
The complexities of the proposed
Holman Hotel threaten to polarize the
debate over change in PG. Yet, putting
this project aside, there is plenty of space
for good ideas. Our elected leaders should
work with citizen input to prevent ill-

conceived change while creating a healthy,
sustainable view of what defines our civic
environment. We want a well-managed
town that fosters opportunities for everything from first-rate education and recreation to a vibrant and diverse downtown.
Balancing our city’s priorities and
working toward a business-friendly environment that combines economic growth
and vitality with an idyllic family-friendly
setting is Casey Lucius’s priority. She
has the skills, long-term perspective, and
dedication to make smart decisions that
will guide the future of our town. As a
wife and mother, Casey Lucius manages
the challenges of parenting each and every
day. As a member of PG’s City Council,
Casey would make sure that the priorities of Pacific Grove families receive the
advocacy and representation they deserve.
Vote Casey Lucius for Pacific Grove’s
City Council on November 6 and bring
intelligent, energetic leadership to our city.
Meghan Rasmussen
Pacific Grove

Legal Notices
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 20121802
The following person is doing business as Monterey
Bay Amenities, 437 Figueroa St. #201A, Monterey,
Monterey County, CA 93940. Steve Prodes, 301
Ocean Ave. #5, Monterey, CA 93940. This statement
was filed with the Clerk of Monterey County on Sept.
11, 2012. Registrant commenced to transact business
under the fictitious business name or name(s) listed
above on 1/1/12. Signed: Steve Prodes. This business is conducted by an individual. Publication dates:
09/21/ 09/28, 10/05, 10/12/12.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 20121789
The following person is doing business as Biomeme,
472 Junipero Ave., Pacific Grove, Monterey County,
CA 93950; Max Perelman, 472 Junipero Ave., Pacific
Grove, CA; Jesse VanWestrienen, 1210 Lead Ave.
SW, Albuquerque, NM 87102; Marc DeJohn, 1609
Brae St., Santa Fe, NM 87505; Sean McCracken, 304
4th Ave. NE, Rio Ranch, NM 87124. This statement
was filed with the Clerk of Monterey County on Sept.
7, 2012. Registrant commenced to transact business
under the fictitious business name or name(s) listed
above on 8/1/12. Signed: Max Perelman. This business is conducted by a general partnership. Publication
dates: 9/21, 9/28, 10/05, 10/12/12
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 20121930
The following person is doing business as Canyon
Woodworks,P.O.Box 5, Watsonville/617 Hall Road,
Royal Oaks, Monterey County, CA 95076. Mark S.
Garcia, 617 Hall Rd., Royal Oaks, CA 95076. This
statement was filed with the Clerk of Monterey County on Oct. 4, 2012. Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name or name(s)
listed above on 1989. Signed: Mark Garcia. This business is conducted by an individual. Publication dates:
10/12, 10/19, 10/26, 11/2/12.

File No. 2012-1901
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are) doing business as:
Gonzales Packing Company, 3rd and Alta Streets, Gonzales, CA 93926, , County of Monterey
Full name of Registered: Horwath & Co., Inc., a California corporation, 2590 Harriet Street, Los Angeles,
CA 90058 This business is conducted by: a corporation. Registrant commenced to transact business under
the fictitious business name or names listed above on
January 1, 1965. I declare that all information in this
statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true information which he or she knows to be false is
guilty of a crime.) 10/12, 10/19, 10/26, 11/2/13
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 20121838
The following person is doing business as Driving Sounds, 316 Mid Valley Center #234, Carmel,
Monterey County CA 93923 and Carmel Retriever
Day, 316 Mid Valley Center #234, Carmel, Monterey
County CA 93923. Jeffrey Andrews, 27460 Lomas
Del Rey, Carmel, CA 93923. This statement was filed
with the Clerk of Monterey County on Sept. 17, 2012.
Registrant commenced to transact business under
the fictitious business name or name(s) listed above
on 12/87. Signed: Jeffrey Andrews. This business is
conducted by an individual. Publication dates: 09/28,
10/05, 10/12, 10/19/12.
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File No. 20121888
The following person is doing business as Cruise
Vacations, 178 Seeno Street, Monterey, Monterey
County, CA 93940. Thomas M. Willyoung, 178 Seeno
St., Monterey, CA 93940. This statement was filed
with the Clerk of Monterey County on Sept. 27, 2012.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the
fictitious business name or name(s) listed above on
9/4/12. Signed: Thomas M. Willyoung. This business is conducted by an individual. Publication dates:
10/05, 10/12, 10/19, 10/26/12.
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Pacific Grove Middle School
hosts School Board meeting

Every fall the School Board conducts
its meetings at the school sites. This gives
the five PGUSD campuses a chance to
showcase student achievement, innovative
programs and dedicated staff.
Music teacher Barbara Priest used the
quiet time when Trustees were in Closed
Session to entertain the gathering crowd
with instrumental music provided by her
very talented students. While not all were
present that night, there are more than two
hundred Middle School students involved
in the award-winning vocal and instrumental music programs.
In his opening remarks, Principal
Buck Roggeman said the focus this school
year is on creating and sustaining loving

relations, for students to find a reason to
exist other than themselves. It was apparent that students are well on their way to
making the world a better place through
their involvement in Peer Mediators,
the Ocean Guardians, and Children-2Children.
Students trained as peer mediators
will be able to assist other students in
dealing with conflicts before they escalate.
As an Ocean Guardian school, PGMS has
received another grant from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) - one of only four schools in the
United States to receive such a prestigious
grant. The Children-2-Children Club has
raised, in its four years of existence, more
than $12,000 through fundraising that has

enabled them to purchase much-needed
supplies for a very appreciative orphanage in Rwanda. The PG Rotary recently
contributed $2,000 to Children-2-Children
towards their fundraising campaign to
purchase of mattresses for the orphans.
Of note on the agenda business was
the discussion of using the increasingly
popular lease/leaseback option for construction of the High School pool. The
lease/leaseback method for delivery of
construction projects is felt by many to be
a way to deliver school facility projects on
time, on budget, and with a reduced level
of public agency risk and challenges.
The next site visit Board meeting
will be on November 1st and the PG Adult
School.

Book Launch Party: J.W. Winslow, local
author’s sequel set in Big Sur
Jade Beach (Mystic Adventures in
Big Sur) Volume II, J.W. Winslow’s much
anticipated sequel to the novel, Jasmine
Dogs, will be released on October 25,
2012.
The community is invited to the Jade
Beach Book Launch Party on Thursday,
October 25th from 5 PM to 7 PM at Homescapes Carmel, located in the lower level
of the Carmel Plaza (Northwest corner
of 7th & Junipero in Carmel-by-the-Sea,
CA). There will be complimentary beverages and an insider’s glimpse of Jade
Beach (Mystic Adventures in Big Sur)
Volume II.
Winslow is the daughter of character actor Dick Winslow (Mutiny On The
Bounty, Jailhouse Rock, Funny Girl, and
Airport), and grew up among the production crews, screenwriters, and movie stars

of Hollywood. The story of Jasmine Dogs
(Mystic Adventures in Big Sur) depicts
insider Hollywood scandals unfolding in
the land of myth and self-discovery known
as Big Sur. Her books tell a love story
with sensual scenes reminiscent of the
acclaimed Big Sur author, Henry Miller
(Tropic of Cancer, Sexus).
The mystic adventures of Dyanna Falconer reconvene on the first page of Jade
Beach, with a wild ride full of surprises.
What happened to Dyanna, and where has
she been? The story continues in Paris,
Sicily, New York and Los Angeles against
the background of Big Sur, rich with new
lovers and fatal strangers. Dyanna faces
the force of nature in a brutal catastrophe
that defies imagination, while the art of
her life continues to intrigue us. With a
strong environmental conscience, she is

“Home for the Holidays”
Come home to Pacific Grove
Hometown advertisers

Let us help you get your message to the local community!
Cedar Street Times is please to announce that this year
we will publish a special pull-out section for the holiday
season. It will be delivered to occupied homes in Pacific
Grove as well as retail distribution points in Pacific
Grove, Pebble Beach, Carmel, and New Monterey.
Contact your account executive today for special rates!

831-324-4742

the ultimate “Green Woman”.
Winslow’s scorching love story and
twists of fate are played out on the dramatic coast of California. Theme music by
Columbia recording artist Tom Ayres, and
cover art by Big Sur’s own Erin Lee Gafill
are part of the magical visit to the world’s
most mysterious place: Jade Beach. The

About J.W. Winslow

J.W. Winslow is also an artist,
writer, poet and green publisher. Her
imprint, Fresh Art, has produced four
books made entirely of recycled materials, while engaging the reader with
amazing stories and beautiful art. As
a novelist, she has embraced the new
media that brings Hollywood and Big
Sur to life. The first book in the Mystic
Adventures in Big Sur series, Jasmine
Dogs, is a multi-media story with its own
musical score composed by Monterey
native-turned-New Yorker Tom Ayres.
Photographic images bring the beauty of
Big Sur to the reader, and there are links
to websites and web cameras. Winslow
draws from her prior acting experience
as she reads the story in the audio book.
Winslow hosts two live television
programs produced in Monterey. WinslowArt features a weekly visit with
local and visiting artists, and showcases
gifted young artists. The popular Your
Town is on public TV for Monterey
County. WinslowArt is featured on
iTunes as Podcasts, and both shows
are archived on her website: www.jwwinslow.com.
As an artist, the many facets of
Winslow include paintings, sculpture,
assemblage and painted glass. The Fresh
Art brand is based on recycled materials
and non-toxic mediums. Her work as an
abstract colorist is included in collections around the world.
The original soft cover book Jasmine Dogs (Mystic Adventures in Big
Sur) is composed entirely from recycled
components, including the cover and
page stock, soy ink, and linseed binding glue. Fresh Art’s first book entitled
Sensual Indigo: Memoir of a Renaissance Woman was released in 1998
and remains in print, while a collection
of poetry called Websongs have been
published monthly on her website for
15 years.
The Big Sur region is featured with
musical videos such as Dr. Dre’s music
video and Death Cab For Cutie’s "Bixby
Canyon Bridge". Artists will always pay
homage to the legendary Big Sur coastline, and Jade Beach (Mystic Adventures
in Big Sur) enriches the experience.

Monterey
Peninsula
Regional Park
district publishes
Fall/Winer catalog
featuring nature
programs

The new Let’s Go Outdoors!
adventure activities guide from the Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District
(MPRPD) will arrive soon in district
mailboxes. It contains information on
dozens of nature programs and classes to
be held throughout the area over the next
six months.
This popular eco-friendly program is
now in its sixth year and includes activities
for nature lovers and outdoor enthusiasts
of all ages. This season’s catalog has
a new look as it is now printed on 100
percent recycled, domestically sourced
paper in an effort to save money and the
environment.
Expert instructors and guides will be
leading a wide variety of interesting activities. They include hiking, photography,
kayaking, wilderness first aid, astronomy,
park restoration, birding, tidepooling and
whittling, among others.
Classes are free or of low to moderate cost, with residents of The Park District
receiving a discount.
Pre-registration is required for all
fee-based classes and is strongly recommended for free classes.
For online registration, please
go to www.mprpd.org or call 372-3196,
ext. 102.
The MPRPD, created by voters in
November of 1972, will be celebrating its
40th anniversary with a yearlong series of
public events.

16th Anniversary
Culinary
Classique
benefit event will
arrive Nov. 18
Come and join the fun on Nov.
18 at the Inn at Spanish Bay as
Meals on Wheels hosts its signature fundraising event, the Culinary
Classique d’Elegance, sponsored
by the Robert and Renee Kelly
Foundation, The Frisone Family
Foundation and other organizations
and individuals.
Renowned local chefs and
area designers and florists create
a sumptuous six course meal and
elegant table designs for guests
who attend the event. Under the
leadership of Founder Chef Bert
Cutino, the Culinary Classique
is one of the area’s most soughtafter holiday events, and sells out
quickly, so get your seats early.
The Classique supports Meals
on Wheels’ core programs for frail,
elderly and disabled adults and active seniors. These include Home
Delivered Meals, Group Dining
and the Sally Griffin Active Living
Center classes and activities.
Call 831/375-4454 for tickets
Cost is $275 per seat and a portion
of your purchase is tax deductible.
If you have questions, contact
Viveca Lohr, Executive Director
or Christine M. Capen-Frederick,
Development Director at Meals on
Wheels of the Monterey Peninsula,
Inc. at 831/375-4454 x 19 or email
devdir@mowmp.org
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Hometown Bulletin BOARD
ACUPUNCTURE

PLUMBING

TREE SERVICE

· Senior Discounts ·

IVERSON’S TREE SERVICE

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Pacific Grove Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese Medicine

Complete Tree Services

Jacquelyn Byrd 831-393-4876

Fully Insured

ANIMAL SERVICES

Sewer Videos
Pipe Bursting

Big Foot
Dog Walking & Animal Sitting

(Trenchless Sewer Replacement)
Krconstruction.com
831-655-3821

HANDYMAN

GOLD BUYER

BOOKS

E&L Home Maintenance

PACIFIC GROVE GOLD BUYER

PARK PLACE PUBLICATIONS
Patricia Hamilton, 831-649-6640
Call for a FREE Consultation
www.ParkPlacePublications.com

CATERING

Two Chefs Catering

Custom Catering in your home
Robert & Bruce Brown
Executive Chefs
(831) 656-9811

CLEANING

CUSTOM REDWOOD MAILBOXES
All Home Repair • Plumbing • Carpentry
Tile • Painting • Fencing

Call Edward at 831-648-8426

No Job Too Small

No CA State Lic.

HAULING

Get Competitive Bids From 3 Reputable
Buyers Before Selling Your Gold/Silver
Jewelry, Flatware, Coins and Scrap.

A NICHE IN TYME
588 Lighthouse, Downtown PG · 831-917-4410

Yard & Tree • Moving & Delivery
Same Day Service • Hauling Starts at $40
WE HAUL EVERYTHING!

CALL DJ 372-2043

HEATING & COOLING

TWO GIRLS FROM CARMEL
PHONE: 831-626-4426

HOME REPAIR

Computer Corner

KR CONSTRUCTION

Quality Computers • Superior Service • Free Diagnostics
535 Foam Street, Suite 102, New Monterey
(Directly across from Hodges Rental All)
(831) 649-9500 • Hours: M-F 8:30-5:30
www.computercorner.us

PC Computers All-In-One

Fast, honest, affordable, onsite computer services
to home users and small businesses.

Mike Potter • 831-324-0285
www.pc-computer-all-in-one.com

Phone: 831-655-3821

www.KRCONSTRUCTIONINC.com
General Contractor Lic. #700124

LOCKSMITH

JOHN LEY TREE SERVICE
831-277-6332

Trimming · Removal · Planting
Fully Insured · Free Estimates

CA Lic. 660892

8 31-7 37- 4 61 4

The Squeegee Man

303-1 Grand Ave.
ROOFING

ROSS ROOFING

742 Neeson Road, #D, Marina, CA

Since 1999

Commercial & Residential
Window & Awning
Cleaning
FREE ESTIMATES

643-2289

831-394-8581

YARD MAINTENANCE

TAX SERVICE

Bordwell’s Yard Maintenance

AceYourTaxes.com

J.W. Warrington & Associates
831-920-1950
620 Lighthouse Ave, PG

CLEAN-UP · HAULING
WINDOW CLEANING

Whatever it takes to have your property looking great!

Call Chris at 831-917-4410

Travis H. Long, CPA
706-B Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove
831-333-1041 · www.tlongcpa.com

Glenn’s Key-Lock & Safe
“Since 1982” Pacific Grove
Qualified Mobile Technicians
Call

CONSTRUCTION

TREE SERVICE

WINDOW CLEANING

EXPERIENCED • PROFESSIONAL • BONDED

COMPUTER SERVICE

Lic. 677370
Www.IversonTreeService.com

MONTEREY

GOLD & COIN EXCHANGE

BY THE SEA HAULING SERVICES

(831) 625-5743

Lic. # 700124

Antoinette 373-2041
Reasonable Rates

Self-Publish Your Book

& Stump Removal

831-375-8656

Glennskeylockandsafe.com

Lic. #530096

MORTUARY

831-402-1347

Reasonably priced • Qualified and Experienced

Historic Renovations

Kitchens • Windows • Doors • Decks • Remodeling

www.edmondsconstruction.com
3-D CAD drawings - Lic. 349605

CREMATION SERVICES

MISSION MORTUARY
FD-814

450 Camino El Estero · Monterey
831-375-4129 · www.missionmortuary.com

THE PAUL MORTUARY
FD-280

390 Lighthouse Avenue · Pacific Grove
831-375-4191 · www.thepaulmortuary.com

WOODYARD

FUNERAL HOME
DIRECT CREMATION $895
Locally Owned and Operated
In-Home Arrangements, Available 24 Hours
FD2001
831-678-9100
Est. 2009

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

PAINTING
Stephen G. Ford Painting, Inc.
A Complete Painting Co.
Serving the Peninsula Since 1969

H SENIOR DISCOUNTS H

Professional, Clean, Courteous
100% English Speaking Employees.
Call today for a free estimate.

Residential/Commercial • New Construction
Renovations, Service & Repairs
16 yrs. experience • Cal Certified & Insured

(831) 373-6026
1157 Suite A, Forest Ave,

AP ELECTRIC
831-261-5786

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • LIC. #961339

Pacific Grove

Fully Insured

Lic. #266816

At your service!
Be seen by thousands
of potential customers!

To advertise in the
Cedar Street Times
service directory
call 831-324-4742.
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Henry Irvin Jorgensen, a credit to Pacific Grove
Henry Irvin Jorgensen
July 5th, 1915- October 7th, 2011
Henry Irvin Jorgensen was born at 7:30 a.m. on
July 5th, 1915 at 491 Spruce Avenue, in Pacific Grove.
His father, Henry Garfield Jorgensen was the city attorney of both Pacific Grove and Monterey becoming
a Superior Court Judge in Salinas when Henry was 12.
His mother, Delia “Mae” Hull Jorgensen had been a
Classics scholar at Stanford, graduating magna cum
laude. Henry, or “Hank” or “Irvin,” “Henri,” or “Jorgy”
soon showed himself to be a brilliant fellow with an
encyclopedic knowledge of poetry and history and a
strong bent towards jokes, wit and wry humor.
When he was introducing his fiancée, Elizabeth
Jean Watkins of Stanford (original family of Portland,
Oregon,) to his family, he drove her to a hideous house
in Salinas, one of the eyesores of the neighborhood,––
which on top of that was liberally adorned with gnomes
and reindeer statuary–– and walked her to the front
door before he confessed his wicked caper. They luckily endured; and were married 63 years until Elizabeth
Jorgensen’s death in 2001.
Henry attended Pacific Grove schools, Salinas
High School, Stanford University, and Columbia University (short of a M.A./ Ph. D degree he was working
on and off over the course of the rest of his life,) and
in mid life returned from working abroad, to attend
Stanford Law School where he became a Dr. of Law.
He was en route after Stanford and newly married to
Europe to enroll in the Sorbonne when World War II
broke out. Henry joined the Coast Guard, and later was
hired while in the service as a cultural attaché. He was
tipped off they were hiring by his friend from Stanford
“Jeeb” Halaby (Najeeb Halaby) father of the future
Queen Noor ( Lisa Halaby) of Jordan.
Henry always had tremendous friends who followed on in his first love ––which was journalism. He
was editor of his high school newspaper for two years
and editor of the Stanford paper, The Stanford Daily
for two years, junior and senior years as well. It was
on his last day of his senior year while selling a stack
of his book Our Hasher’s Garbage –– a compilation
of his editorials and commentary that he met the future
“Mrs.” Elizabeth, an innocent customer, and a junior
who was already a big fan.
Henry and Elizabeth were the veritable Pooh and
Piglet ( or Tigger sometimes) -like companions for the
rest of their lives together.
Henry served abroad with the Foreign Service,
notably in Brussels, Belgium, and Roma, Italia. It
was there at last in London, England, that their first
child Nancy Elizabeth Watkins Jorgensen was born. A
sister Victoria Maude followed, two years later, in San
Francisco.
Henry then decided to pursue a career in Law and
enrolled at Stanford Law School. He practiced privately in Pacific Grove, and then became the City Attorney
of Pacific Grove. He and his family lived in a rambling
Edwardian house, across from George Washington
park, where he often came home at lunch to gallop
about with his daughters — or took them off to play
tennis in the late afternoons. When his daughters were
older he went to work at the County Counsel’s Office
in Salinas as a Deputy County Counsel. He made some
wonderful friends, whom he often praised, amongst his
fellow lawyers. In his 80’s they formed a group called
the “Romeos” or “The Retired Old Men Eating Out” to
which he was very attached. His best friend from this
era, Paul DeLay, is still carrying on with this.
After his two daughters left the nest, Henry and
Elizabeth put their considerable talent and energy into
writing biographies together. Grove Press published
their first: Eric Berne : Master Gamesman, and their
later work was the very scholarly Thorstein Veblen;
Victorian Firebrand.
Henry lived with his daughter Nan,–– back from
France with her children Isabelle and Nicolas –– to
help him nurse Elizabeth in her last illness for many
months, for six years; and with his daughter Victoria
van der Bijl and son in law Baldwin for five years in
Milwaukie, Oregon. He died in “Angelica’s,” a nursing
home in Milwaukie, Oregon from the complications of
a stroke and congestive heart failure.
Henry leaves his daughter Nan Elizabeth, and
daughter Victoria Maude. Nan’s (Jefferson Charles
Barnard-Jorgensen) children, his grandchildren, Isabelle Elizabeth Jorgensen of U.C. Berkeley, Berkeley,
California, and Nicolas Henri Jorgensen of Pacific
Grove. Victoria’s (Baldwin van der Bijl) child, his
grandchild Beth May van der Bijl of Oregon State in
Eugene, Oregon. He leaves his niece, Alexan McCallum Dillon of Portland, Oregon and her children Bradford Rodrigo Dillon and his child Kira, of Berkeley,
and Niall Dillon (Suzanne) and children of Oregon.

Henry Irvin Jorgensen

Obituary

Henry also left his nephew, Michael D. McCallum of Los Angeles ( who died April 4th, 2012;) his nephew, Andreas Watkins
Katz (Judy Powell Katz) and their child Roberto Katz.
He was predeceased by his parents, his eternally beloved,
adored wife Elizabeth in 2001, and his greatly devoted and loved
older sisters Myrl and Phyllis.
“And nothing can we call our own but death
And that small model of the barren earth
Which serves as paste and cover to our bones.
For God’s sake let us sit upon the ground
And tell sad stories of the death of kings.”

King Richard II.
Shakespeare

There will be a memorial service and scattering of Henry
Jorgensen’s ashes in the same place his wife Elizabeth Jean
Watkins Jorgensen’s were scattered in Santa Cruz harbor. Those
wishing to participate in the informal service afterwards are
asked to contact his daughter Nan Jorgensen for further information at mimisisibibi@hotmail.com, or at (831) 747-1584.

Top: Little Henry in Pacific Grove
Elizabeth and Henry when he was
in the Coast Guard, St. Augustine,
Florida.

Henry Jorgensen as attaché for the US
Foreign Service in Italy
Below: Henry “Jorgy” Jorgensen as editor
in chief of the Stanford Daily, Stanford
University 1936-38

Left: Henry Jorgensen after writing
Thorstein Veblen, with his wife Elizabeth
Jorgensen

LOVERS POINT PARK POOL
FUND-RAISING • CALL 831-648-3130
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Pacific Grove

Sports and Leisure
Monterey Fire Fighters Assoc.
BBQ Fund-Raiser
for Save the Pool

Your source for High School,
Middle School and
other local sports photos

See something you like?
Want to see more?

Monterey Bay Sports Photos

__
$200,000

Each mark = $1,000
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www.montereybaysportsphotos.zenfolio.com

mbaysportphotos@sbcglobal.net
831.915.9578

Catching local sports in action

Breaker of the Week
Cross Country
PG Invitational

Together with the support of the Pacific Grove community the
Monterey Fire Fighters Association raised more than $6,000 for the
Save the Lovers Point Children’s Pool Campaign. Not only did the
Monterey Firefighters Association volunteer to plan, shop, set-up,
cook, serve and clean-up this outstanding fund-raiser, but they also
donated an additional $2000.
465 meals served that included:
44 loaves of garlic bread
65 lbs. of salad
156 lbs. of chili beans
763 lbs. of delicious BBQ chicken
Thanks To:
Charlie Higuera of Grove Market
Taylor Farms for produce donation
Palermo Bakery for bread donation
Salinas Fire Fighters Association for loaning us their massive
and beautiful BBQ
Recruits of the Monterey Peninsula College Fire Fighter 1 Academy Class of 2012-2
The Monterey Firefighters Association would like to also thank
Fire Chief Miller, Assistant Fire Chief Brown, Bill Kampe, Casey
Lucius, Tyler Keisling and the BBQ masters Stewart Roth, Bruce
Meyer and Buzz Cole.

Thank you Coaches for
Sports News!
If you have updates or scores,
send us an email
editor@cedarstreettimes.com
or call 831-324-4742.

Breaker of the Week sponsored by
Central Coast Silkscreen & Embroidery
215 Forest Ave., Pacific Grove
831.372.1401

Breaker of the Week
Lauren Molin
Golf

Breaker of the Week sponsored by
Pete’s Autobody & Glass
214 Fountain Ave., Pacific Grove
831.372.2755
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Team Hot Wheelz set to dance for life
By Marge Ann Jameson

They’ve come together from various
points across the state and across the nation to share one passion: Dance. And they
share something else as well. The seven
young women who form Team Hot Wheelz
are all in wheelchairs.
Since the dance troupe was formed, a
mere month and a half ago, they’ve been
rehearsing and refining routines in many
styles of dance, including hip hop, lyrical
and ballroom, and now they’re ready for
the stage.
They’ll get their showcase this week,
when they present three separate performances, one in San Jose, one in San Juan
Bautista, and – the closest to Pacific Grove
fans -- in Salinas at Dance 4 Life.
“We share a similar passion for
dance,” said Chelsie Hill, whose personal
journey from injury in a drunk driving accident in 2010 is likely familiar to Pacific
Grove readers. Other team members have
similar stories, some put in a wheelchair
as a result of accidents, some illness or
other injury.
Getting them together was no small
feat. They found each other through other

Stopping to pose, but only for a minute: Team Hot Wheelz works out at Rock
Star Dance Studio in Pacific Grove.
projects they’ve worked on and on the
Internet with Facebook. Ali Stoker, of
New York, was a finalist in the Season II
Glee Project and has an amazing singing
voice. Kaitlyn Staten is from Florida,
where she attends college. Chelsie and
Mia Schaikewitz worked together on the
television series “Push Girls.” Mia is from

Luminette®
Modern
Draperies offer
two revolutionary
design statements.
Traditional custom
draperies just
don’t compare.
Call today to see
the entire
collection of
Luminette Privacy
Sheers.

Los Angeles. Katie Estrella of Norco,
California and Maria Gast of Orangevale,
California are both college students as is
Joanie Carter of Granite Bay, California.
The sponsors in their thank-you list
each helped to bring them together in
their own ways: Abrego Inn housed the
out-of-town dancers for a week, while
Santa Clara Valley Medical helped with
the airplane flights. Rock Star Studio in
Pacific Grove and Spector Dance in Marina offered studio time. Central Coast
Center for Independent Living (CCCIL)
was instrumental in producing the upcoming show in Salinas. Colours Wheelchairs
of Southern California gave them snazzy
wheelchairs – hot wheels -- which will set
off their team colors – black, red and white.
Walk and Roll Foundation, the organization established by Chelsie and her father,
Jon Hill, will co-sponsor the Salinas event
with CCCIL.

There’s no particular team leader at
Team Hot Wheelz, as each member brings
a different talent. Chelsie set the stage with
choreography in the beginning, as she has
been a lifetime dancer. But she stresses
that it’s a team effort. “It’s a lifestyle,” she
says. Melissa Karasek of Rock Star, Daniel
of JJ’s and Sammy Ramirez of JJ’s also
contributed to the choreography.
The team seeks to bring about awareness of the different abilities life hands out.
“We want people to know us, to share our
inspirations,” said Joanie.
Kaitlin agreed. “You can make anything work for you.”
Ali is set to offer a vocal piece or two
to the event. Saturday’s event will also
showcase some other dance groups. Ke
Kai O’hune is a Hawaiian dance troupe
which will perform. Also on the bill is
JJ’z of Hollister, whose teams include the
Goonies and Minions, a dance team of
young boys. American Dance Wheels will
present ballroom dancing, and Choreology, a dance team from Salinas which
recently took third at World of Dance San
Diego, will perform. The event is wheelchair accessible and scent-free. There will
be an ASL Interpreter as well.
The Salinas event is set for Sat.,
Oct. 13 at Sherwood Hall, 940 North
Main in Salinas, at 6:30 p.m. Tickets are
available online at http://eventbrite.com/
event/2937001651 and there will be some
at the door. For tickets and more information, interested people can call Judy
Cabrera at CCIL, 831-757-2968 ext. 824
or jcabrera@ccil.org.
Doors open at 5:30 p.m. and will close
promptly at 6:15.
Visit and “like” Team Hot Wheelz
on Facebook for in-depth biographies of
the dancers and information on upcoming
events.

Paul’s Drapery

160 18th St., Pacific Grove
M-F 10am-6pm
Sat & Sun Closed
831-372-4421
paulsdrapery.hdwfg.com

Pacific Grove Downtown Business Improvement District
presents a

1116 Forest Ave. Suite B
Fairway Shopping Center
(Corner of Forest & David Ave.)

831-642-6000

11 AM-10PM Every day

for ghosts and goblins of all ages!
Downtown Pacific Grove Merchants

Buffet 11 AM - 2 PM (Mon-Fri) • Dinner Buffet Wed. 5 PM - 8 PM

1 Large
Specialty
Pizza

1 Large
1 Topping

12.99 + Tax

$

Cannot be combined with
any other special offer.

2 Medium
2 Topping

22.99 + Tax

$
$

17.99 + Tax

Cannot be combined with
any other special offer.

Downtown Pacific Grove

Participants will have Halloween-themed balloons at their main entry.
Cannot be combined with
any other special offer.
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Modern Health
and Herbal First Aid

Do you Feel Lucky?
Maria Poroy

Jacquelyn Van Deusen-Byrd,

Spare change
I want to tell you a story…the facts
are true but the name is changed to
protect the clueless. I’d like to Introduce
you to Lucky Guy. Lucky was referred
to me by a friend to talk about health
insurance. Lucky drives a $60k Audi
which is well insured. He has a home
and business even though he is only
30 years old. You could say he is well
named. Life is good. He is very successful. He is bulletproof. And like most
guys his age he is sure he does not need
health insurance. He saw a doctor only
once last year and he got a flu shot at
the pharmacy. Since healthcare cost him
only $300 last year he is comfortable
putting of health insurance. The statistics
are on his side and I am not going to talk
him into it.
So, I get another call from the
friend. Lucky was in a car accident. It
was a hit and run, but insurance replaced
the totaled car. Because of neck pain and
headaches Lucky went to a chiropractor
who treated him but felt something was
seriously wrong and referred him on
to an MD. After rounds of tests he has
surgery to fuse the vertebrae in his neck.
His bills are about $40k. The surgery
was pretty successful, but when one part
stops hurting sometimes you notice other
pains. His knee had been banged up
but seemed ok at first. With all the neck
problems Lucky got no exercise and had
put on a lot of weight making his knee
worse. Because he has no insurance he
ignores it until one day it just collapses
and he goes to the ER. This was another
$4000 but they found a problem that
they thought could be corrected ar-

throscopically. When that doesn’t work,
they schedule a second surgery followed
by physical therapy.. the total for the
year is now close to $70k. Not so lucky.
It could have been worse…chronic
illness could have cost hundreds of thousands. And now he has pre-existing conditions make him very hard to insure at
least until 2014. For about $70 a month
I could have had him on a high deductible health plan that actually waives the
deductible in the event of an accident.
Even if the law didn’t require it, he
would have insured that Audi. But he
did not insure his health or his paycheck.
As an entrepreneur his income stopped
when he couldn’t work. He could have
insured his paycheck with disability
insurance.
In 1990 I insured 2 veterinarians
for disability. I remember the younger
partner joking about wasting money
on her because they should just insure
the older partner. That younger vet was
disabled from a serious case of Lyme
disease a couple of years later and is
still collecting disability payments . A
disability overhead and buy out plan
kept the other partner from feeling the
financial pain.
Insurance is all about risk, and just
how much you are prepared to lose.
There is no need to over insure, just
get what you need to get a good night’s
sleep. When it comes down to it, make
sure you value your health and your ability to earn a living at least as much as
you do that shiny new car! If you have
been counting on good luck until now,
maybe we should talk.
.

Gambling with
your deductible?

Not sure what you need
and what you’re paying for?
Getting objective, expert advice
doesn’t cost you one cent more.
Your health is important.

Modern Health
on the Monterey Peninsula
Modern Health is replete with potentially lifesaving resources for first aid. First
aid kits at home and work contain bandages, antiseptic wipes, gauze, and tape. Ointments and creams for burns, insect bites, and skin irritations are common, as well as
the antipyretics for fever and pain. Depending on workplace requirements or your
personal preference, these kits may also contain motion sickness tablets and allergicreaction medications. Guided by instructions on CPR (no heartbeat present), the
Heimlich maneuver (choking), and the head tilt-chin and finger-sweep maneuvers
(airway obstruction), you can potentially save lives. Today Californians frequently
seek alternative and natural solutions for health, ailment, and yes, first aid. Herbal
remedies can be a green eco-friendly alternative to replace some of the pharmaceuticals in your current first aid kit.
First the caveats. Allopathic medication and OTC (over-the-counter) solutions
may be faster acting, particularly in cases of severe allergic reactions (e.g. Benedryl,
®
Jack Warrington,
Ea & Mary
louinMcFaddEn,
Ea, cFP
Epi-Pen) and fever (e.g.Byacetaminophen,
ibuprofen).
When
doubt, contact
your
Enrolled
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call 911 or
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We Speak Tax

5. If you are amending more
See We SPeAk TAX Page 29

Call today for a second opinion.
• Health and Dental Insurance
• Medicare Supplements
• All top rated plans

If You Pay Taxes
You Need To Know Us

www.AceYourTaxes.com

CA LICENSE #0776417

Or Call

Maria Poroy • 831-641-9940

J.W. Warrington & Associates

maria@accessbenefitsgroup.com

www.accessbenefitsgroup.com

Enrolled Agents Representing
Tax Payers Before the IRS
Year Round Income Tax Service
Income Tax Audits & Appeals
IRS & FTB Collections & Procedures
IRS & FTB Offers in Compromise

Motorcycle Museum

831-920-1950

OPEN
THIS
WEEKEND
12-5 PM
305 Forest Ave.

620 Lighthouse Ave., Ste. 165, PG
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Tax Payer Is Our Specialty
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Medusa’s Many Faces
exhibit opens

On Friday Oct. 12, Medusa's Emporium will open its new exhibition entitled
"Medusa's Many Faces." with an Open House slated for Oct. 27.
Medusa’s Emporium issued an open call for entries, back in August, to all artists
and craft artisans for work following the competition theme "Medusa's Many Faces".
The deadline has past and the entries are in, and now it's time for the public to vote for
their favorite piece in this fine art exhibition.
There are five different artists on display.
Media ranges from sculpture to painting, says Sheree Greek, purveyor of Medusa’s
Emporium.
All art displayed for this show is original art and is for sale. The winning piece(voted
by you the public) will be used in advertising — with artist's copyright — in 2013 by
Medusa's Emporium.
On Oct. 27 from 3:00-7:00 p.m. Medusa's Emporium will honor all of the participating Artists with an Open House celebrating all of the excellent entries. The public
is invited to say hello to some of our very talented neighbors and view the many faces
of Medusa.
Curious collectibles, fine art, and a little magic greet all who enter Medusa’s Emporium. The gallery is open Wednesdays through Saturdays from noon to 5:00 p.m.
and by appointment by calling 831-655-3325.
When: Saturday October 27, 2012 from 3-7P.M.
What: Open House and Artists' Reception for "Medusa's Many Faces" Exhibition
Where: 1219 Forest Avenue Suite E– Forest Hill Plaza in Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Contact Information: Phone: 831-655-3325; Email: medusas.pg@gmail.com

Pacific Grove High School

Young Writers Corner
HOPE
by Veronica Davis
The color of the ocean
on a stormy day
Tastes like the sweetest chocolate
melting on the tongue
Smells like the first batch of flowers
blooming in the spring
Looks like the sun
rising in the east
Sounds like the joy
of a baby’s first cry
Feels like a warm and loving embrace.
This is hope.

The Park Far From Town
by Robin Olson

Whenever I feel like thinking,
I go to the park far from town.
It’s a cozy little park,
That will never be cut down.
There’s only two people who know about it:
Me and Mr. Brown.
He likes to sit and talk to me,
On our bench next to our big tree.
And when we’re all done talking,
“Goodbye,” we always say.
And then he jumps off my lap,
And he hops away.
Ready to come back another day.

To place legal notices
call 831-324-4742.
We do the proof of publication.

Inspiration
What lies before us
and what lies behind us
are tiny matters
compared to what
lies within us.
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Fenced off in another world

SALINAS — I was lost and driving
past when I saw the strange sight. It was
an area near freeways and power lines,
surrounded by a high, prison-like fence.
There were small tents erected behind a
brick building, shopping carts with belongings everywhere, trash. It looked like
a scene from a Third World country, but
this was Monterey County, home to some
of the richest and most powerful people
in the country.
After an interview on the food bank,
I backtracked with my car to that squalid
area, at the intersection of California and
Market. The scene reminded me of a movie a friend took me to more than a year ago
at the Osio Cinemas in Monterey---a film
about Ayn Rand, the Russian philosopher
said to have influenced conservatives in
the Republican party. The film depicted an
America of stark contrasts, utter poverty
and decay versus wealth and beauty, the
haves versus the have-nots. It was the
scene before me right now in Salinas, the
America we are becoming.
Although my friend loved the film, I
found it haunting and disturbing--just as I
found this scene in Salinas. I stopped my
car and asked a ragged man, “What is this
place?” A place for the homeless, he said.
Down the street was a mission, and across
from that Dorothy’s Place.
I sat in disbelief for a moment.
Months ago I wrote about a 77-year-old,
toothless, homeless woman who was
placed here more than once. When I came
across her recently, in a Motel 6 in Marina
and about to be on the streets again, I asked
her, “Why won’t you go to Dorothy’s
Place? I don’t understand, it’s a shelter.
It’s there to help you.”
When I said those words, I had
never been to Dorothy’s Place. I only
remembered shelters in other parts of the
country---always neat and clean and in
decent areas. Safe places to be.
“I got pneumonia the last time I was
there,” she mumbled, barely able to say the
words with her toothless mouth. “There
are too many sick people in there.”
I finally understood what Susan was
saying. Although I didn’t enter Dorothy’s
Place this day, the area around it was
enough. I understood. She was right. This
was not the place for a retired teacher and
social worker. It was not the place for
anyone, really.
I put my Jeep into drive and continued on, parking across the street from a
Buddhist temple with a quiet, beautiful
yard—fenced in, devoid of people. It was
another stark contrast to everything else
around me.
California is a short street, lined with
old, ramshackle buildings, overflowing
dumpsters, tents and rusty old motor
homes. I stepped from my car and passed
a line of shopping carts filled with the
meager belongings of the homeless. Farther on, I saw other groupings of blankets,
clothes and hopeless people, hunched
over, looking at me with lifeless eyes. At
the end of the street was a high chain-link
fence. It seemed to be a wall separating our
society of neat, clean churches, schools,
businesses and homes from this---a place
of death and dying, drugs and alcohol, sadness and tragedy. A place of wasted lives.
“Don’t take my picture,” one man
said from his perch on a pile of blankets.
I promised not to and walked on. Below
a large cross, someone placed a bed with
belongings on it, ready for when the sun
sets. Farther on, more silent faces poking
out from among the piles, watching. I tried
to open the door to the mission, but it was
locked. A man sitting toward the back of
the room came and opened the door. He
offered to show me around.
“Do they sleep on these pews?” I
asked, standing in the midst of several
rows of old, wooden pews.
“No, they sleep in here,” he said,
pointing to the next room, where every

Homeless Chronicles

Erika Fiske

Life on the streets:

A teddy bear stares up, begging to be
lifted and taken to safety.
Above, a 68 year-old woman could
be 100.
Left, near a mission on California
Street, the homeless pile their meager
belongings.

space was filled with narrow bunks. All
were empty during the day. There was
nothing cheerful about this place. It felt
like the end of the road, long after hope
and happiness had died away.
The thin man mumbled something
about being able to stay inside these days,
and smiled. Apparently he’s one of the
lucky ones who helps out around the place
and no longer has to go out during the day,
among the shopping carts.
I thanked him for the tour and left,
turning toward the end of the street,
where more people and carts stood by the
chain-link fence. Cars passed quickly on a
nearby road, the road I traveled earlier. But
the drivers seemed oblivious to this other
world, right next to them. Turning the
corner, just past an over-flowing dumpster,
I spotted a teddy bear in the dirt, looking
up at me. I could almost hear it pleading
to be picked up and carried away to a safe,
warm home.
“But how could I take you, and leave
everyone else?” I thought, putting away
my camera and stepping toward yet another messy area and another chain-link
fence. Inside were several small tents
in the high grass. Another place for the
homeless to sleep.
As I turned and headed toward my car,
a homeless man stopped me. “They don’t
bother us here,” he said. “The police don’t
bother us. They want us all in one spot.”
For me, that explained a large sign in
a nearby window, asking that no one use
drugs around the doorway.
But he wasn’t finished. He went on to
explain that an ordinance had been passed
to limit shelters for the homeless, by limit-

ing the number of people they can help.
His tired eyes told all. He and the others
might be old and sick and numbed by alcohol and drugs, but they knew what society
thought of them. How could they not?
Almost immediately I saw her, a
skinny, wrinkled, white-haired woman
seated by lots of blankets and carts. I
asked if I might take a picture, and she
smiled. “Let me pose,” she said, and a like
a model, she struck several poses. I tried
to find out more about her, but couldn’t
understand what she was saying. Finally I
asked how old she was. “Sixty-eight,” she
said. I would have guessed 100.
The old woman was still smiling as I
walked away. I was glad to reach my car
and close the door to such a sad place. As
I started the engine, a woman shuffled past
with bulging red eyes and what appeared to
be tears on her face. Her movements were
stiff, her face a mask. It was covered with
large pimples. I doubted the woman would
be alive another year. She was probably in
her thirties or forties.
As I pulled away, I felt such relief
heading home to my beautiful Pacific
Grove. An hour later I was parked by the
ocean, breathing in the cool air with closed
eyes, listening to the waves. I decided I
would never again tell a homeless person
to seek help at a shelter. From now on, I’ll
tell them to go out into nature and watch
the seagulls sail by and the otters play.
Smell the flowers. Go barefoot in the sand.
Stand in the waves.
Our society is broken. For so many
today, nature is all that is left.

Fire houses
offering open
house tours

On Saturday, October 13,
Open House tours will be available
at each of the following stations
between 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.:
Monterey Station #1 at 600 Pacific
Street, Station #2 at 582 Hawthorne, Station #3 at 401 Dela Vina,
Pacific Grove Station #4 at 600
Pine Avenue, and the Carmel-bythe-Sea Station #5 on 6th Avenue
between Mission and San Carlos
Streets.
Monterey Station #1 will also
be hosting a Safety Fair with plenty
of educational safety exhibits, live
demonstrations, refreshments, and
fun for all. The Carmel-by-theSea Station #5 will also host live
demonstrations, safety education
activities and refreshments.
This is a great opportunity to
get to know your Fire Department,
learn important safety information,
and enjoy free refreshments and
fun. If you would like further information, please call 831.646.3900.
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Chicken Cacciatore with an old family flavor
Richard Oh

cater events for less than 50 people. She
is dedicated and driven to make people
happy by satisfying their taste buds. You
will be thrilled when you bite into her
creations. I know I was.
View her website at: ilmiocognome.
com
Facebook page: ”Il Mio Cognome”
(Seaside, CA) Weekly Specials are announced here, and followers can place
their order. Look for the logo: Italy’s
“boot” wrapped in pasta!
Phone: 802-522-5627
Email: lee@ilmiocognome.com

Oh, have a taste!
The Chef:

Lee Mangone has been interested in cooking from an early age. With
the passion and love learned from her father, Lee prepares and delivers old
generation family recipes with tradition, rooted in Calabria, Italy.
I guess you can say cooking is in her DNA. From early memory, sauce
simmered on the stovetop all day, fresh seasonings, secret ingredients
creating the perfect blend of flavor. Food was the center of all things,
family and friends coming together to share savory dishes, laughter, and
conversation, old stories recollected, new stories born.
These memories drive Lee’s passion to keep the tradition alive, bringing people together to share authentic Italian cuisine, while emphasizing a
healthy balance and relationship with food, important in today’s modern
world. Recently Lee visited family in Calabria and took cooking classes
in Tuscany, adding to her repertoire. She has earned her nickname, “Sauce
Boss!”
She started “Il Mio Cognome,” Italian for “my last name” in April
of 2012.
Freshly prepared Italian specialty meals are composed weekly in a
certified kitchen, using fresh, local products, as available, and organic,
whenever possible, packaged for 2-8 people. The “Weekly Special” might
be Chicken Parmesan, Eggplant Parmesan, Lasagna (vegetarian or meat),
Manicotti, Baked Ziti (vegetarian or meat), or Marinara with Meatballs.
Contact Lee to order and arrange for delivery or pick-up. Specials will
be stocked in Grove Market in Pacific Grove, as well. Lee is available to

Really Chef Lee Mangone uses nicer serving
dishes at Il Mio Cognome!

There will be many local children signed up to read or be
read to as part of The Friends’ Read-A-Thon fundraiser to
benefit the Pacific Grove Library.
We ask everyone to come forward and sponsor a Reading
Chair. Your name as a sponsor will be posted above a
Special Reading Chair like the sign near Esmé and Kip.
Every dollar you pledge will be encouraging our kids as they
read to benefit the Library and it is Tax Deductible!
Esmé and Kip’s parents are sponsoring a
Special Reading Chair
in Honor of their Grandparents,
Grace and Lorne Kelsey.

For more details on how you can sponsor or donate,
stop by the Library or call Mary at 324-0085.

Chicken Cacciatore
1 large red onion sliced
2-3 garlic cloves sliced
1 whole chicken (cut up w/bone)
1 good size handful of black olives, pitted
(I like Spanish ones)
White wine
1/3 cup chicken or vegetable stock
2-3 pinches oregano
Tomato sauce — recipe to follow
Flour (for chicken)
Olive oil
Preheat oven 375 degrees
1. Dredge chicken in flour. Heat large
sauté pan/ skillet; add olive oil when pan
is hot. Add chicken, cook on medium high
to high flame until chicken to browned.
2. In separate skillet heat 1-2 TBSP
olive oil, sauté onions and garlic until
onions soft and begin to brown.
3. Combine browned chicken and
onions and garlic
4. Add about 1/2 cup of the wine and
2-3 large spoonfuls of tomato sauce
5. Add olives
Place all in a large clay or ceramic
deep dish add chicken stock. Cover dish
with parchment paper and tie it on with
medium weight cooking string. Place in
oven and bake 40-45 minutes.
Remove from oven and serve. I suggest polenta or on a bed of sautéed kale.
Pair with Otter Cove Pinot Noir.
Mangia!
Tomato sauce:
1-2 28 oz. tins whole tomatoes
1/2 handful fresh basil leaves (less or more
on your taste)
1/2 tsp. dried oregano (more if you like)
2-3 Tbsp. good quality olive oil
2 cloves of garlic chopped
Salt to taste
Put tomatoes through a food mill or
processor. Add the other ingredients and
stir until combined.

The pairing:

I usually select a chef or the cook and
talk to them about what they would like
to feature, then I pick the wine. Sometimes I do the reverse. I choose the wine
and have the chef create a dish that will
complement the wine as well as use the
wine for cooking. In this case, I had Lee
decide on an entrée and as I tasted the
food I made a decision to use the 2010
Otter Cove Pinot Noir. The Pinot spices
matched up nicely with the sauce. The
texture of the olives and the velvetiness of
the wine complemented each other. The
hints of cloves in the wine brought out the
garlic and the softness of the sauce. It was
very well rounded… The Pinot Noir is a
single vineyard of Tondre Grape fields and
is aged in French oak. Give it a try; your
mouth will thank you for it.
If there’s a wine or food you would
like to see, please email me at: Richard@
ottercovewines.com or visit me at the
tasting room.
I usually pour at Constance Wine
Room/Otter Cove Wines on Tuesday from
5:00 to 10:00 P.M. It’s located on the
corner of Ocean Ave. and Lincoln St. in
Carmel. Please come by for the tasting
flight.
Cheers!
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New You

Health and Well-Being

Are you unhappy in certain parts of your life?
The Subconscious

The mind, which is not in the head,
but in the entire body, is divided into
the Conscious Mind and the Subconscious Mind. It can be compared to an
iceberg, where 10 percent is above water
(conscious mind), and 90 percent below
(subconscious mind). If the 90 percent
wants something different from the 10
percent, who will win? Any time you
decide to do something (stop smoking,
clean your closet, lose weight,...) and it
doesn’t happen, it means that the subconscious had another agenda.
Even though the subconscious is
potentially our best friend, a source
of great power and assistance, often it
becomes a source of misery and tension,
because we don’t understand it. If we
know what is in the subconscious, then
we have the choice to leave it there, or to
change it.
The subconscious is our memory

Rabia Erduman

Self discovery
bank, it stores everything that has ever
happened to us. All our habits (brushing our teeth, tying our shoes, getting
dressed, driving a car,...) are in it. And,
deep inside, hidden from everything, is a
locked trunk—our repressed memories.
From the moment of birth—sometimes
even before birth—any painful experiences, deep traumas that didn’t find
resolution and healing, go into the trunk.
As a child, we don’t have the capacity to handle heavy emotions. If we are
confronted with abuse, loss, and any

Transform your negative beliefs. . .
transform your life.
Rabia Erduman, CHT, CMP, RPP, CST
Author of Veils of Separation

831-277-9029
www.wuweiwu.com

Transpersonal Hypnotherapy • Reiki
Craniosacral Therapy • Polarity Therapy
Nervous System Healing • Trauma Release
CDs: Chakra Meditation, Relaxation, Meditation, Inner Guides

Pacific Grove Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese Medicine and Auricular Clinic

www.pacificgroveacupuncture.com
(831) 393-4876

Acupuncture • Herb RX • Aurciular Treatment • Cupping
Free Consultation for New Patients, Most Insurance accepted

Join us for our 2012 Free Fall Lectures
Saturdays, September 8th, October 6th, November 3rd
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
• Herbal First Aid Kits, Medicinal Herb Gardens
• Qigong Stretch for fitness and pain-relief
• Integrative Health Forums

Providing Effective and Gentle Treatment for...
• pain relief, arthritis, headache
• insomnia, stress & anxiety
• nerve pain, sciatica, carpal tunnel

Jacquelyn Van Deusen-Byrd, L.Ac.,
Dipl. O.M.
Acupuncturist, Herbalist

deep wounding to our being, we can’t
deal with it. If the grown ups around us
aren’t available to help, those memories
and the feelings connected with them
go into the trunk as a self-preservation
mechanism.
The subconscious is meant to be a
very powerful ally. Yet it is operating
under programs that are out-of-date.
Because these programs are fear based,
they are slow to change. Change is possible though, and it offers us freedom.

The Inner Child

When we are born, we are utterly
helpless and dependent. Because we are
highly intelligent and sensitive beings,
we realize very early on that our survival
is dependent on somebody outside of us.
From that moment on, all of our energy
starts going to our caretakers (many
times mom and dad), to make sure that
they will continue to take care of us.
The most intense and ongoing emotion
an infant feels is survival fear. Out of
this fear, and the build-in impulse to
survive, the infant starts experimenting
with strategies on how to survive in this
particular family.
By the time we are 4-5-6 years old,
we have a set of strategies (behavior
mechanisms), all based on survival fear.

In our culture, unworthiness seems to
be one of the deepest feelings the Inner
Child carries. Then, we grow up.
As grown-ups we don’t realize that
these strategies are still running our life,
because by now they are in the subconscious, and we forgot all about them.
The child we once were, is still inside as
an Inner Child, holding on to these old
patterns for dear life. Many times it has
no idea that the rest of us grew up and
became an adult, and that our survival
is not dependent on others outside of us
any more.
In the beginning the Inner Child
can’t imagine how strong and capable
the Adult Self can be, and tries to hang
on to the old survival strategies. As it
starts bonding with the Adult, it realizes that some of these old patterns are
not needed any more, and life becomes
much more fun.

Biography

Rabia Erduman was born in Istanbul, Turkey and later spent 10 years in
Germany before arriving in the United
States in 1983. She has traveled extensively in Europe, India, and Bali and is
fluent in English, German, and Turkish.
Rabia has a B.A. in Psychology,
and uses the Clarity Process, Alchemical Hypnotherapy, Reiki, Craniosacral
Therapy, Polarity Therapy, and Trauma
Release to assist clients in their process
of self-discovery. She teaches Chakra
Balancing, Intuitive Touch, and Spiritual
Awakening workshops. Rabia has been
in private practice since 1983 and teaching since 1984.
An inspiring lecturer, Rabia has
given talks on chakras, hypnotherapy,
past life regression, and living life in
ecstasy, among other topics. She has also
been interviewed on radio and television
shows.
Rabia is the author of Veils of
Separation - Finding the Face of Oneness, and has four Guided Imagery CDs:
Relaxation, Meditation, Chakra Meditation, and Inner Guides.
To those wishing to understand her
work, she says, “I have found working
with the combination of mind, body, and
energy to be highly effective in reaching optimum balance. My life and work
are about being in the moment, free of
fear and the feeling of separation. Deep
joy is a natural expression of this process.”
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Make This a Golden Age
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#18: Know Your Elected
Officials

Down:
1. Order’s opposite
2. Item that’s often 30cm in the
© Sam Buttrey
UK
Across
3. Unforgettable fort
1. Place where things stick
4. Pale
5. Letters before “Friday”
5. Nevada border lake
8. Tree of Lebanon
6. Miller of Music
13. Diamond Head dance
7. Division I Gaels of New Rochelle
14. Latin-rock group with hit
8. Snag
“Suavecito”
9. “Housewife” Longoria
15. Egg-shaped
16. Council member (as of Oct. 2012) 10. Council member (as of Oct.
2012)
18. Perspires, a la Fido
11. “___ boy!”
19. Company that first made an
12. Leftover
item
14. Attribute of an object with
20. Like the work of Schoenberg
kinetic energy
22. Wrestling locale
17. Jack, for one
23. Theater sign
21. Navy helicopter carrier, for
24. Nothing, in Nantes
short
25. Prefix meaning “half”
26. Hockey’s Tikkanen
28. Row
27. Peppermint Patty’s friend
29. Indian spice mix
28. Being canted
31. Hansoms and others
29. Musical Saunders
34. Adjective for an item
30. Fit for service
“descending a staircase,”
31. Actor John of “Harold and
per Duchamp
Kumar”
37. Guthrie and others
32. River of Bern
39. First word of “The Victors”
33. Council member (as of Oct.
40. Neither word
2012)
41. “Red” coin
35. Control-Z, in Windows
42. Ship’s lowest deck
36. Bad news at the hospital
44. Painter of “The Burning
38. Louis and Joseph, e.g.
Giraffe”
43. For golfers, it’s usually four
46. Angers
45. Locations for babes
47. “West Texas town” of song
48. Local air hub
49. San Jose - Sacramento dir.
50. Plc. for trading
51. Width of cut
52. Data, informally
52. Neuter
53. Real danger
54. Sch. for Trojans
54. Bring together
57. Princess awakener, in story
55. Composer Erik
59. Westerns
(“Gymnopedies”)
61. Slangy denial
56. Rift
62. Mail, for example
57. Host before Carson
65. Mayor (as of Oct. 2012), to
58. Mysterious Gardner
friends
60. LSD, casually
67. First on a list
63. Sounds of understanding
68. Disease suffix
64. Actress Charlotte
69. “Miss ___ Regrets”
66. Man with a salty wife
70. Della or Pee Wee
71. Home internet scheme
72. Be full of

Senior Health Care
Planning the Short & Long of It
Who Pays and When?
Join Us for a Panel Discussion
Saturday, October 20th at 10:00 a.m.
Canterbury Woods
651 Sinex Ave., Pacific Grove
RSVP Encouraged
831-657-4193 • craj@jtm-esc.org

Carol Baker Raj

Bob Petty, PhD

Scott Bray

Canterbury Woods
Where You’re
Going to Live

Partners for Transitions, LLC
Public Benefits:
Medicare & MediCal

Bray Insurance
The Rest of
the Story
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Blessing of the Animals at Canterbury Woods
Dogs on their best behavior: Cats got private visits in order to keep peace

Canterbury Woods held the 5th annual Blessing of
the Animals in honor of St. Francis of Assisi. Old
friends and newcomers gathered in the auditorium
and were welcomed with a dog-treat and music provided by Bill Englander. Blessings were bestowed
by Father Kevin Philips with the assistance of resident Christy Yarr. And many residents remembered
dearly departed pets as well. Canterbury cats tend
to opt for a house-call in their own apartments to
receive their blessings.
Left: Mickey and his proud owner get a treat. Above:
Fr. Philips and Christy Yarr with Fritz and owner. At
right, Fr. Philips gives the blessing to Trevor. Photos
by Marley Knoles.

Free health fair offered by CHOMP

Complimentary screenings and the latest information on a range of health
topics will be offered at a free health fair on Saturday, October 13 in Seaside,
sponsored by Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula and the city of
Seaside.
The Seaside Healthfest is open to adults 18 and older. Free blood pressure
checks and screenings for cholesterol and diabetes will be provided.
Attendees will find the latest information on topics including bone health,
healthy eating, exercise and lifestyle, sleep issues, breast health, cancer prevention, recognizing the signs of heart attack and stroke, choking safety, hands-only
CPR, hospice support services, and Medicare.
Seaside Healthfest is from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday, October 13 at
Oldemeyer Center, 986 Hilby Avenue, Seaside. No advance registration is necessary. For more information, please call 625-4646.

Monterey’s BEST Locals Menu Value

$8.95 LUNCH & DINNER
8 Entrées • All Day Every Day

got squid?
VOTED

BEST CALAMARI

Andrea Moore, OD

Optometrist
serving patients on the Monterey Peninsula
880 Cass St, Suite 105 - Monterey

831-373-0183

www.eyemdoncass.com
Comprehensive Eye Exams - Prescriptions For Glasses
Full Contact Lens Service

Satisfy your visual needs with fashion!

Care Management & Fiduciary Services
Jacquie DePetris, LCSW, CCM, LPF
• Licensed Professional Fiduciary
• Certified Care Manager
• Conservatorships
• Special Needs Trusts
• Health Care Agent
• Professional Organizing

www.ElderFocus.com

2100 Garden Road, Suite C • Monterey
jkd@ElderFocus.com

Ph: 831-643-2457 • Fax: 831-643-2094

13 YEARS
IN A ROW

57 Fisherman’s Wharf, Monterey • 831-373-1851
www.AbalonettiMonterey.com
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YOUR VOTE MATTERS.
FOR THE LEAST EXPENSIVE,
FULLY ADEQUATE, AND MOST
RELIABLE WATER SUPPLY POSSIBLE





䔀

匀

倀

OUR WATER FUTURE IS AT STAKE
IN THE COMING ELECTION!

VOTE FOR:
CARMELITA GARCIA - MAYOR
DAN MILLER - CITY COUNCIL
MARY NORTON - CITY COUNCIL

WaterPlus enthusiastically and strongly
supports these candidates.
WaterPlus endorses Carmelita Garcia, Dan Miller,
and Mary Norton because they demonstrate
true leadership in public service, particularly in their
action to end our current local water crisis.
After too many years and millions of the ratepayers’ dollars
that have resulted in no water solution, we need to support
the people who have the courage to show true leadership.

paid political advertisement

THE ONLY LOCAL ORGANIZATION
LOOKING OUT FOR YOU, THE RATEPAYER

A StrongDaveVoice
for
is Endorsed by:
Monterey County
“Supervisor Dave Potter is a true advocate for Monterey County. At the state level,
no one represents this county more thoughtfully and diligently than Dave. As your
Supervisor, I know Dave will continue to fight for the interests of the 5th District and
all Monterey County Residents.” - Assemblymember Bill Monning

Watch the WaterPlus video on the Pacific Grove Water Project to
learn all about it: www.waterplusmonterey.com

To place legal notices call 831-324-4742.
We do the proof of publication • We take
credit cards
Pacific Grove Boutique’s

FASHION SHOW & AUCTION
INN AT SPANISH BAY

Join

- Firefighters
- Hospitality
- Labor

- Service Employees
- Teachers
- Realtors

and many more in supporting Dave Potter for Supervisor

Trusted Leadership
www.davepotterforsupervisor.com
Like Dave on Facebook
Paid for and authorized by Potter for Supervisor. FPPC ID# 952057

Use the “SUBSCRIBE” button
on our website at
and get a

free, green electronic subscription
No paper, just a little electricity.

October 27

Net proceeds benefiting American
Cancer Society Discovery Shop

$30 per person

Happi Hats USA
Auction

Design by: Sarah’s Design + Marketing

www.cedarstreettimes.com

Featuring
8 Pacific Grove
Boutiques
SPONSORS:

Saturday

6:30-9:00 p.m.

Dessert Reception

Monterey Downs

Canterbury Woods • Central Coast Senior Services • The Paul Mortuary • The Jones Group
Pacific Grove Cleaners

Pacific Grove Chamber of Commerce • 831-373-3304 • PacificGrove.org
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Monsters of the Deep: Show opening
Katherine Moore, Painter, Artist
Pacific Grove Art Center
568 Lighthouse Ave., Pacific Grove, CA
(831) 375-2208
Art Opening and Exhibit
Opening: Friday, October 26, 2012,
from 7 pm to 9 pm
Exhibit through December 24, 2012
No admission fee
An art opening and reception celebrating the season with new reverse glass
and egg tempera paintings by Katherine
Moore will take place on October 26
from 7pm to 9pm at the Pacific Grove Art
Center, 568 Lighthouse Ave, in Pacific
Grove. Works include Tibetan Medicine

Tiger, Chaos Monster, and various blue
leopards. There will be refreshments and
live music with singer Andrea Carter.
“Painting is always a mysterious process
and yields results that are often surprising
to me,” says Ms. Moore. “I wonder why
are we, especially as children, and especially at this time of year as days grow
short and nights grow long, so fascinated
with scary monsters, carnivorous wild
things, and creatures from other worlds?
I have apparently been cohabitating in the
apartment of my psyche with a number of
strange, sometimes scary and often amusing creatures who have a need to be seen
and noticed, and the paintings in this show
are my attempt to manifest their desire.”
Ms. Moore is an artist living in Monterey, California. Her work was exhibited in 2010 at the Pacific Grove Art
Center. Her paintings currently hang
at Carmel Valley Art Association, The
Phoenix Shop in Big Sur, and The Butterfly and Lantern on Cannery Row.

Katherine Moore
Oct, 2012

Monsters from the Deep
Artist’s Statement

Why are we, especially as children,
and especially at this time of year as
days grow short and nights grow long,
so fascinated with scary monsters, carnivorous wild things, and creatures from
other worlds?
Elvis Costello once said ‘Writing
about music is like dancing about architecture.’ Just so, I am conflicted about
how much description or explanation
should accompany these images. Can we
just say that I have apparently been cohabitating in the apartment of my psyche
with a number of strange, sometimes
scary and sometimes amusing creatures
who have a need to be seen and noticed,
and these paintings are my attempt to
manifest their desire?
Some of these creatures have appeared before in ancient artwork [from
China, Assyria, Babylon, Tibet and Japan]. ”Chaos Monster” had a relative of
the same name in an alabaster wall panel
in 9th century BC Assyria. And “Wants

“Why do you have to
translate and decode
things? Just let the image
be. It will have a special
kind of reality that it won’t
once it’s decoded.”
-- Laurie Anderson

Carmel Art Association
October shows open

Four award-winning CAA artists put
the “Spotlight on Watercolor” Oct. 4 - 30
with a group show that innately their
different approaches to the medium and
choice of subject matter.
Pacific Grove painter and National Watercolor Society member Wilda
Northrop observes, “The show is divergent; we’re watercolorists but we’re not
going in the same direction.” As for her
own work in the show, her paintings are “a
diverse collection of subjects I’ve wanted
to paint for a while. Normally I focus on
still life, but I’ve done a few that are different this time.” For instance, Northrop
chose to paint a scene of her old neighborhood in Los Angeles where her children
were born and also one of her current
neighborhood in Pacific Grove.
Alicia Meheen finds plenty to paint
on her trips all over the west. She is fond
of the natural environment of the mountains, lakes and along the trails of nature
preserves and campgrounds as well as the
scenic Monterey Peninsula. She paints
what she loves, taking a few trips each year
with her husband in their well-traveled RV.
Landscapes for Miguel Dominguez
are more about what’s not in them, as much
as what’s in them. A Dominguez painting
feels as if you’ve entered into an undis-

turbed quietude, a place where humans
are not likely to make any disturbance.
Dominguez is a master at using a dry-brush
technique and gets much inspiration from
the Central Coast region and its seasonal
changes.
Roianne Hart chooses to focus on the
female figure for this show. Her loosely
applied brush strokes give form to the
figures over her initial graphite sketches
that show through the washes. She often
paints multiple studies on one sheet of
watercolor paper, giving emphasis to
movement and mood.
In addition to the show the four artists
will present a panel discussion on Wed.,
Oct. 24 from 6 to 7 p.m.
The October Gallery Showcase features Fred Carvell’s acrylic semi-abstract
landscapes, and “Color and Light”, all new
abstracted oil paintings by Heidi Hybl who
lives in Big Sur. “The summer fog creeps
in and out of Palo Colorado and Rocky
Creek. This ethereal landscape changes
throughout the day and night. These paintings are inspired by this landscape.”
The Carmel Art Association is located
on Dolores Street between 5th & 6th, and
is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
more information, please visit carmelart.
org, or phone (831) 624-6176.

Motorcycle Museum
OPEN THIS
WEEKEND
12-5 PM
305 Forest Ave.

to Bite the Sun”, though not so-named,
appeared in China on a 4th century BC
belt buckle. Some are close relatives of
real-world animals such as the leopards
and other wild cats, except that here they
might be all blue and live in an all-blue
world.
Rather than explain these beings
away, let us just say they are like a
motley crew of hitherto unknown family
members who one day arrive at your
doorstep. Try not to judge or understand
them. Perhaps they have arrived solely
to stimulate wonder and amusement.
Simply invite them in, make a little

conversation. Serve them tea. They’ll be
gone in no time.
This year I have been using two
very different painting processes, reverse
glass and egg tempera. The reverse
glass paintings are painted on the reverse
side of the glass using ink, oil paints,
and metal leaf (very fine foil). When the
glass is turned over the reflectiveness
of the metal leaf can be seen behind the
paint. The paintings appear very differently depending on how the light is falling on them. The egg tempera paintings
are painted on prepared panels using
dry pigments bound with egg yolk and
thinned with water. Colors are built up
in many layers and in individual brush
strokes (not washes). This is a very old
method of painting and was the predominant method (of painting on panels)
in Europe before the advent of oil paints
(late 1400s).

TWOExperienced
GIRLS FROM
CARMEL
• Professional
Same Cleaner For A Personal Touch
Bonded • 30 Year Track Record

HOUSECLEANING SPECIALISTS
Let Us Do The Work For You

(831) 626-4426
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The Holman’s Parcel:
A long history in Pacific Grove

By Dixie Layne
From the time Pacific Grove was a retreat the cityblock that sits between Lighthouse and Central Avenues
and is bordered by Fountain and Grand Avenues has
been central to Pacific Grove residents’ gatherings and
activities. From lodging house to meeting hall, hotel to
department store, all with restaurants, this location has
always been at the heart of Pacific Grove’s history.
The original Pacific Grove Retreat had few amenities
but it was on this location it constructed a restaurant and
adjacent lodging house, which in the mid-1880s became
the “Old Parlor” meeting hall, one of the most popular
meeting places for early retreaters. When the Pacific
Improvement Company (PIC) started construction of the
El Carmelo Hotel on this site, the “Old Parlor” meeting
hall was moved across Fountain Avenue. It was here Doc
Ricketts and his partner opened their first laboratory.

El Carmelo Hotel – Pacific Grove Hotel

On May 20, 1887 PIC opened the El Carmelo Hotel;
it stood four stories high, including an attic and covered
two-thirds of the block with the front third bordering
Lighthouse Avenue a large grassy park with paths, trees,
and benches. It had 114 rooms, large staircases and hydraulic elevator. Each room was plumbed with Carmel
River water and lighted with gas manufactured on the
premises. Around 1908, its name was changed to Pacific
Grove Hotel to avoid any confusion with the new town
of Carmel. Although the hotel enjoyed some success after
the Del Monte Hotel burnt down, the PIC closed the hotel
in 1909 because it was losing too much money. It was
reopened in 1910, and in 1918 was closed permanently
because it was deemed a losing proposition. The hotel was
carefully dismantled and the wood used in the reconstruction of the Del Monte Lodge at Pebble Beach; the bricks
from the chimneys were sold to architect Charles Sumner
Greene to build his studio in Carmel; the bandstand was
moved from the park to the north side of Central Avenue
at Grand where it housed the Chamber of Commerce
from 1918 to 1932.
In 1919, the block was purchased by W.R. Holman
and stood vacant through 1920. In 1921, there was a auto
repair garage and parts store on the property. In 1922,
the Chautauqua Tent Meeting was held on the property.

Holman’s Department Store

It was 1891 when R.L. Holman opened a dry goods
store on Lighthouse Avenue at 17th Street. Some 32 years
later his son, W.R. Holman, moved Holman’s Department
Store into the three-story reinforced concrete building he
constructed on Lighthouse Avenue between Grand and
Fountain Avenues. The new building occupied the front
third of the Lighthouse Avenue block. In the buildings
that sat behind the store Holman sold building supplies,
feed and seed.
During the construction and at every turn after the
store opened, Holman gathered the community, friends
and neighbors from near and far to celebrate Holman’s
Department Store. Each time a floor was completed,
Holman held a dance before the stock was moved in. In
1932, a skater was perched atop a platform 120 feet above
the street where he skated for 51 hours – entertaining the
throngs that gathered in front of Holman’s. When author
John Steinbeck lived in Pacific Grove, he shopped at
Holman’s for writing supplies. He included mention of
Holman’s and recounted the story of the “Sky Skater” in
his novel Cannery Row.
In 1937, Holman added a fourth story to his building
with a restaurant atop it. The store’s great success began to
slow when the Del Monte Center mall opened in Monterey
in the late 1960s. In 1985, Holman’s Department Store
was sold to Ford’s Department Store of Watsonville. In
1993, Ford’s filed for bankruptcy and all eight Ford’s
Department Stores were closed, including the store that
occupied the iconic Holman building.
Over the 88 years the Holman building has occupied
its space on Lighthouse Avenue, it has undergone many
changes to its façade. Some changes were better than others. There was a new façade with additions to the building
announced in 1965 but never brought to fruition.
Nader Agha purchased the building that is now called
the Holman Antique Plaza, which rents space to a paint
retailer, bank, restaurant, health amendments store, and
a number of independent retailers selling antiques and
collectibles.

2012 Holman Building Project
Proposition F

The block on which the Holman building sits is a big
part of Pacific Grove’s history, not because the Holman

Evolution of a building:

Top to bottom:
El Carmelo Hotel, the first large building on the site.
Holman’s, 1927
Holman’s, 1937
Holman’s, 1947
Holman’s, 1950

building stands there but because of everything that has
stood on that block that made it the gathering and meeting place of Pacific Grove – the Retreat’s lodging house,
“Old Parlor” meeting hall, El Carmelo Hotel, Chautauqua
tent meeting, and Holman’s Department Store. For almost
two decades this historical place has been silenced as
a gathering place for residents and visitors. However,
an opportunity has been presented to Pacific Grove by
Holman building owner Nader Agha and a Texas hotel
development company, Presidian Hotels, to “revitalize”
downtown Pacific Grove by building a hotel that abuts

the Holman building. They propose covering the remaining block’s footage to Central Avenue between Grand
and Fountain Avenues with a new hotel, which could
include a spa, boutiques, shops, banquet facilities, etc.
Could this be the new gathering and meeting place for
residents and visitors?
Proposition F will be on the ballot November 6,
asking residents to approve changes to the building code
that will enable the property from Lighthouse Avenue to
Central Avenue, between Grand and Fountain Avenues to
house structures that are up to 75 feet tall and cover 100
percent of the lot – that is from sidewalk-to-sidewalk.
There is no requirement for setbacks similar to other
large structures in Pacific Grove which is the very reason
Forest Hill Manor does not seem so overwhelming at the
pedestrian level – there is neutral ground (open space)
surrounding a great deal of the building – front and back.
This Proposition includes allowing the Holman Building
to go up another 20 feet – to 75 feet. Those asking for
your vote and trust promise to respect our town – our
community of homes. They promise the hotel concept
on the “table” with its 200 to 230 guest rooms, extended
stay suites, banquet and meeting facilities, retail shops
and boutiques will not impact the ambience of Pacific
Grove nor harm existing businesses or downtown traffic
flow. In fact, they promise it will improve everything and
everyone concerned.
Several concepts have been presented by the developers but none relieve Pacific Grove of the albatross that
is the Holman Building nor include a plan for the maintenance of the Holman building’s exterior. None provide
open space outside the walls of the hotel that would
enhance the community’s experience. Questions remain:
Is this the right project for this space? Is bigger better? Has Pacific Grove been presented with a solution that
will improve the character of downtown and its business
environment?
If the developer cannot present a project that is acceptable to Pacific Grove, can we say no thank you if the
proposition passes, without ensnaring our City into an
expensive lawsuit?
The Holman Building may not be part of the hotel
project. The new hotel will abut the Holman Building,
covering the remaining portion of the lot. Is this the design that is best for Pacific Grove – leaving the eye-sore
in tact and the current owner responsible for its upkeep?
If the Holman Building is incorporated into the
hotel design, could it not be used to downsize the hotel
structure proposed, providing open space between the
hotel and residents in addition to minimizing the height
requirements?
There are discussions between the developer and the
Holman Building owner for the developer to convert the
first floor and mezzanine to retail shops and boutiques.
Will hotel guests be able to support these shops and boutiques as well as add to the local merchants’ business?
The developer is also discussing adding 15 to 18
extended stay suites on the second floor of the Holman
Building – how will this impact those residents who own
short term (less than 30 days) rentals in Pacific Grove?
The developer is discussing with the owner the possibility of converting the third floor of the Holman Building to banquet facilities – what is the additional potential
traffic for events being added to Fountain Avenue?
How is trash and garbage going to be maintained
and removed?
How will this hotel impact the occupancy of the bedand-breakfasts and hotels? Is the Peninsula’s occupancy
at capacity? Is there room for such a large hotel?
What happens if the hotel is a financial failure – who
is stuck with maintaining the building and/or dismantling
it? Does it become another, larger albatross?
Has the impact of increased traffic for potentially
hundreds of cars belonging to overnight guests, banquet
and meeting guests, employees, and service vehicles
coming and going from the hotel on the community been
considered?
The location Proposition F affects is one of Pacific
Grove’s most historic sites – it has been home to the “Old
Parlor” meeting hall, El Carmelo Hotel, Chautauqua Tent
Meeting, President McKinley’s speech, Holman Department Store. The Holman building that stands on the site
today looks little like the beautiful parks and buildings that
have occupied that site in the past. If the Holman Building could be fully incorporated into the hotel’s design
could we not show deference to the complete history of
the Lighthouse location with bronze plaques embedded
in the sidewalk representing what this sight has meant to
Pacific Grove?
The developers will be presenting a model of the
hotel and surrounding building at 4:30, Oct. 17 at City
Hall. It will be a great opportunity to get all your questions
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The Green Page
Asilomar Project will provide access to all
By Al Saxe
Asilomar Conference Grounds has
recently completed the renovation of the
Phoebe Hearst Social Hall, the installation
of a new kitchen in the Crocker Dining
Hall, the opening of the highly popular
Phoebe’s Café, and an ADA-approved
boardwalk that meanders through the
Asilomar dunes. These projects and others
to follow have been years in the planning.
When completed the total cost of
restoring Asilomar to her original magnificence will approach $20 million. Funds
for the projects are paid by user fees collected by the concessionaires who have run
Asilomar’s conference facilities for years;
these funds are earmarked for Asilomar
use only. That is why the economic woes
facing the state of California have not
affected the building improvements now
taking place at the iconic center.
Planning for the project began in
2000.
Ground was broken this month
for Phase One of The Coastal Access
Improvement Project at Asilomar. The
three-phase project will insure that all the
pathways and roadways on Asilomar’s
grounds are ADA accessible. This will
require realigning some existing pathways
and roadways to allow easier access for the
mobility impaired.
The Coastal Access Improvement
Project is under the management of Monterey Sector Superintendent Michael Ferry
with the California State Parks System and
Mairead Hennessy, who is resident District
Manager for Concessionaire Aramark at
Asilomar. Project manager for the project
will be David Aquilina from Land Plan
Design Company of Sonoma. Aquilina
also oversaw the Phoebe Hearst Social
Hall restoration as well as the Crocker
Dining Hall kitchen renovation project.
General Contractor for the project will
be Ausonio, Inc. located in Watsonville.
Santa Lucia Construction Company out of
Carmel will be doing the actual pathway
construction. Phase One of the project
will include pathway access to the core
of Asilomar and those buildings designed
by architect Julia Morgan. The cost of this
phase, which includes planning, fees and
construction, will approach $4 million. If
weather permits, project manager David
Aquilina foresees completion of Phase
One in six months. Planning for Phase

Two of the project is already under way.
Aquilina pointed out the complexity
of the project on a tour of Asilomar’s pathways. The historic ramifications, environmental and archeological concerns along
with stringent Coastal Commission mandates have all played a part in the design
and implementation of the project. Since
many of the existing pathways have steps
or are too steep for ADA requirements,
different routes needed to be developed.
The California State Parks Environmental Scientist at Asilomar, Cindi
Dawson, has marked which tree branches
may be cut, required trees near the construction project by protected with netting,
flagged environmentally sensitive areas,
and directed the placement of straw wattle
barriers along pathways to minimize erosion to the habitat during the construction
process. The sensitivity involved was best
illustrated by the need for one pathway
to be rerouted to avoid a midden (native
American shell deposit) that might be
disturbed.
Many of the existing pathways which
are now asphalted have been removed,
exposing decomposed granite which was
originally used as a walking surface. The
pathways will be replaced with pavers that
will allow storm water to pass through
them into the ground. According to Aquilina this will enable the Monterey Pines
in close proximity to the pathways to get
water and may minimize the need for the
shallow roots of the pines to push up the
pavers in search of water.
The wooden hand rails along the pathways will be replaced with bronze ones.
The California Coastal Commission likes
to minimize using additional land in such
a historic and sensitive area. As a result the
footprint of the existing pathway system
must be very close to the present one. This
is a difficult task as the ADA pathways
often require switchbacks to meet grade
requirements. When the new pathways
are constructed the existing ones will be
restored to their natural habitat. The dedication and patience of all involved in the
project are very evident.
Asilomar Conference Grounds is
but weeks away from celebrating her
centennial year. The beloved conference
grounds have been a home away from
home for generations of visitors. The
improvements made and those under way
will enable many other guests to experience the magic of Asilomar and find their
refuge by the sea.

Red flags placed by California State Parks Environmental Scientist Cindi Dawson denote environmentally sensitive spots in proximity to construction work.

Top: Existing pathway
to Merrill Hall from
Social Hall has been
removed and will be
restored to natural
habitat. Straw wattle is
being laid to minimize
erosion. Orange netting has been placed
to protect trees during the construction
project. Bottom: The
new ADA compliant
pathway to Merrill Hall
under construction.

Robert Pacelli

Pacific Grove City Council
Supporting Pacific Grove

YES on the rehabilitation and preservation of the Monarch Sanctuary
YES on the rehabilitation of George Washington Park to bring back not only the
Monarchs but the birds...and to restore our canopy.

YES on negotiating with groups who use our parks -- like the Triathlon -- to gain
access to their participants’ email addresses, so we can use them as a
marketing tool for the City

YES to pumping water out of the natural cisterns at the golf course to water the

lawns. With a bill of more than $100,000 a month just for water, it’s time to
work on a real solution.

YES to working together for a better future for our city.
Thanks for your support!
FPPC#1248293
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For more detailed information
on market conditions or for
information on other areas of the
Monterey Peninsula please call...
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Bill Bluhm, Broker
(831) 375-2183 x 100
Featured rentalS

1127 Miles Avenue
Pacific Grove

Impeccable remodel with ocean views make this 4 bedroom,
2 bath home everything you’ve been looking for and much,
much more. Cathedral ceilings! Skylights! Rich wood floors and
travertine tile! Granite counters and stainless appliances!
2 car garage with RaceDeck flooring!

Offered at $785,000

iewS

Carmel
Located just steps away from the beaches of
Carmel and a brisk walk to Carmel-by-theSea’s shops, art galleries and world renowned
dining, this 3 bedroom, 2 bath Carmel gem
has spectacular views of the Pacific Ocean and
Pebble Beach.
Clancy

D’Angelo
(831) 277-1358

$2000
$1375
$2650
$3000

ding

Pen

Deane Ramoni
(831) 917-6080

ding

n 1-3
n
OPe

1001 Funston Ave., #5

Offered at $380,000
!

d!

Pacific Grove
Look at this property! 5 bedrooms and 2 baths!
Remodeled 5 years ago with a new kitchen! New
hardwood floors! New doors! New windows!
2 car garage! 9,000 sq. ft. lot! Open floor plan!
Great home for entertaining!

Offered at $365,000

Offered at $645,000

Pacific Grove
$785,000
4BR/2BA
Open Sun 2-4
1127 Miles Ave. X Presidio
Arleen Hardenstein 831-915-8989

Pacific Grove
$445,000
2BR/1BA
Open Sat 2-4
1111 Lincoln Ave. X Buena Vista Ave.
Marilyn Vassallo 831-372-8634

Pacific Grove
$785,000
4BR/2BA
Open Mon 1-5
1127 Miles Ave. X Presidio
Ricardo Azucena 831-917-1849

Al Borges
(831) 236-4935

SOl

1122 Seaview

Pacific Grove
$380,000
2BR/2BA
Open Sat 12-3 Sun 12-3
1001 Funston Ave., #5 X Patterson
Betty Pribula 831-647-1158

Offered at $445,000

OMS

open houSe liSting - oct 13th - oct 15th

Y 2-4
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Pacific Grove
Super cute Pacific Grove cottage amid the oaks
in quiet neighborhood. Two bedrooms, one
bath, double paned windows, one car garage and
a fully fenced, tiered backyard. All appliances
included. Great starter!

Helen Bluhm
(831) 277-2783

Seaside
This 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 1,147 sq. ft. home
is located on a corner lot in a popular
neighborhood on the hill in Seaside.
Hardwood floors recently refinished. Some
bay views. Enclosed patio area. Room for RV
parking. Great starter!

Arleen Hardenstein
(831) 915-8989

(831) 917-1849

1111 Lincoln Ave.

Pacific Grove
NEW LISTING! Wonderful 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
1,292 sq. ft. condo. Brand new kitchen with tile
flooring, stainless steel appliances and granite
counter top. Crown molding throughout.
Plantation shutters in bedrooms.

5 Be

1935 Paralta

Offered at $182,500

d SU

dRO

Pen

Marina
Nicely maintained 2 bedroom, 2 bath condo unit
in a well-kept gated community. Enjoy the living
room fireplace, large kitchen or sitting on one of
your two decks. One car garage and landscaped
grounds.
Se Habla Español
Ricardo Azucena

Bill Bluhm
(831) 277-2782

Sold!

OPe

Pacific Grove
Pacific Grove quintessential home is transformed
with all the modern amenities. This charming
2 bedroom, 1 bath home is located on a double
lot with off street parking. You will LOVE the
close-to-town feeling.

3095 Marina Drive, #36

Marina
3 bedroom 1 1/2 bath home is ready for you to
move in! Newly painted interior and refinished
hardwood floors; double paned windows; bonus
enclosed patio; new hot water heater; low
maintenance yard.

T an
n Sa

Call for Details

Offered at $600,000

DROaks
PG
PG
PG

To find out more about area rentals visit
www.BrattyandBluhm.com or
call our property manager at (831) 372-6400.

3074 Vaughn

SiVe

clU

Of

Houses
3/2
Fresh paint
1/1
Cottage in del Monte Park
3/2
Beach Tract
4/3
Ocean Views

SOl

4 SW of 10th Ave. on San Antonio

ex
fice

$1450

d!

an V

Offered at $3,850,000

PG

Arleen Hardenstein
(831) 915-8989

Featured liStingS
Oce

Apts., Condos, Duplexes
2/1
Close to schools

602 Forest Ave.

T.J. Bristol
(831) 521-3131

Pacific Grove
This lovely 4BR/2.5 BA Victorian craftsman has
all the charm Pacific Grove is known for - built
in cabinets, bright kitchen, formal dining room,
large basement, 3 car garage with 1 BR/1BA
apartment above. Walk to town, schools, and
parks.

Joe Smith
(831) 238-1984

Sold!

Market SnapShot (as of October 9, 2012)
Pacific Grove
Single Family

Number of
Properties

Median
Price

Average
Price

Days on
Market

Current
Inventory

49

$785,500 $1,267,158

129

Properties
in Escrow

39

$595,000

$650,613

81

Closed Sales
October 2012

4

$602,500

$643,750

20

Closed Sales
Year to Date

147

$541,000

$617,372

99

